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Faster response ...new technology that's more accessible.".
a strengthened' ervice, parts, tool management and
maintenance network ...These and many other benefits are
on their way to Gleason customers with the launch of our
Gleason 'technical Support Center in Novi, Ml

Now customers will have local access to:
1.1 Comprehensive training resources.
1.1Process and application engineering support.
1.1Tool management including, in some areas,
pickup and delivery .

• 1Spare parts inventorie and on-site service
personnel to help reduce downtime fOJ' repair and
maintenance.
It's all part of our drive to raise customer service and
satisfaction to the highest possible levels.

See us at IBaath B 6931
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Rochester, NY 14692-2970 USA
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TRIUMPH OF PLANNING
U.I::n preparl.:n,g .:ro:rb __
t;tl.e~I .bave a.l'VV __Y. :found'th.a.t

·0··

plane are u..e1e.'•• bu.tplan:ni:n I. :ln~peD.bl
- General. Dwv::lght D. EI.a

nho'Vll"'er.

Normandy overwhelmed me wilen [ first went !here several years
ago. 1 wa sobered by the sea. 01 white crosses in the cemeteries, I
wa ' inspired by the memorials and their tales of courageous oldiers
battling Impossible odds, and 1 was horrified by the visions of carnage that came to me a I tood on 'the scarred beaches of one of the
most significant conflicts in human history,
,1recently look my second trip to Normandy, and the experience
was equally powerful, but for different reasons. Although the emotions
were still II. big part of the experience, [ also began [Q see the Normandy
~lMISionfrom a more technical and intellectual perspective. As m learned
more about the planning and resources thal went into t.he operation, T
wru IIWedby the enonnily of the 'enterprise that took place on those
beaches and in the waters beyond ,inthe summer of '1944.
On June 6. 1944. in the span of just one hour. roughly 135.000
men and 20,000 vehicles landed on five stretches of beach on the
coast of France. The Allie chose one of the rna t inconvenient locations for their land.ing in order to gain the element of urprise, Over
the next five months. another 700.000 soldiers, 200,000 vemcle and
facLUring cell and the way we l:ry to sel up our factories today,
725.000 'tons of supplies were brougltl ashore. It' hard 10 fathom
how !he Allied forces were able gel the right men and materia], in Getting the rigbt m leriaJito 'the right place at the righl rime ound ..
an awflll [01 like Ihe manlra of today's just-in-lime manufacturing
the right quamiues, 10 lhe right place at the right 'time.
world. Today we' ....e developed powerful 1001 to morular and conPerhaps what's most amazing about the Normandy Invasion is
trol the now of material in -our factories-tools
Illal make us more
Iha! Ihey -did all of their planning using pencil and paper, They
efficient, profirable and successful.
didn't. have software or computers. They relied on manpower. brainI shouldn't be surprised that. the Allies were able 10 coordinate
power and leadership to gel the job done.
such a huge effort without such tools. Aller all. the cost of failure
One of the bigge I challenge facing the Allied commanders
was getting huge quantities of men. material and upplies ashore in would have been unthinkable, while monetary cost was of no object,
They were willing 10 devote whatever resources were necessary 10
an area with no port .. More than two years before D·Day. the Allies
accomplish theirtask, "Give us the tools," Churchill. said in 1941.
were already planning the invasion. It was men ilial Wmston
"and we will finisll the job."
Churchill conceived the idea of a syslem of Iloating docks that
Fortunal.ely. we're not nonnally faced wiih such challenge.
would allow the unloading of material amid 2 fOOltides and unpreHowever, the story of the ommndy Invasion and the background
dictable weather in order 'to supply !he fighting forces on the mainland. [ find it remarkable lhal in Britain's darke I hour, when it was behind .il should ierve as a model for enterpri es of all sizes. On a
much smaller scale. most of us must deal with the same logistical
on its knees defensively, Churchill was thinking about the logistics
issues thill faced the Allies.
of an invasion that mighl never have happened.
Today we havesophisticated computers and software 10 help u
The Allie pent 'the next two years constructing the pieces for
an milicia.! harbor, The Briti h . ank many large sections of the with our planning. We implement MR.P sys~ems. we invest in technology and we rudy our own efficiency. De. pite these advantage •
Hoaling clocks in the Thame River to hidethem from enemy pies
brain!X)wer. manpower and leadership ::LTe still the dnvers of succes .
am! urveillanee .. After D-Day. II the pieces were reHoated and
lowed acIOSS the English Channel to a point off the COlIS I of in any operation. In manufacturing. as in war. we need 10 make lime
Arromanche , France, The H ting harbor became one of the keys 1 for strategically important. long-range planning.
In particular. we're often faced with less than ideal situati n·.
to the Allied ucees after they established the beachhead.
The artificial harbor con i ted of II breakwater made up of I Business is sometime bad. Competition is tough, But. these are (he
most important times to prepare for the future.
sunken ships, four floating unloading docks ..and a series of floating
When everyone thought Churchill and Britain were about 10 be
roadways to connect the dOCksto,the shore. In effect. the Allies built
defeated, he felt defeat was not an option. That was IIi strength. Tit
a fu'lly functional floating port in a mailer of weeks, Under normal
plans he made and the leadership he displayed during those most
circumstances. il should have taken years 10 build a facility capable
of off-loading as much material as me 7.000 ton per day that the trying lime helped hi country come buck from alma I in urmouatable odds and achieve victory for the Allies, Ask yourself what vicartificial harbor at Arromanche handled.
tories you need to win. Whether you face unthinkable challenge or
]u t as impressive as the manufacturing and design of the artiIicial harbor was, the way it.worked. The whcleeperauen was set up everyday ob lades. your planning today might. make alj the difference in your future.
ln circles so that the trucks were alway moving. One circle moved
goods from the ships 10 (he docks. A soon as a truck full of goods
and equipment pulled away from the hip, an empty one on it remrn
trip fromthe dock puilled up right behind .il.Another circle of trucks
moved the goods from dock to hore,
Many of Ille piece 'of theartiti.cial harbor are till there loday.
The y uem was a model of efficiency thai reminded me of maJ1UMic:ha Goldstein. Publisher and Edilor-in~Chief
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Birthplace of the modern skyscraper, home of Navy Pier, the Shedd Aquarium and the Field Museum
of Natural History. On September

6-13, Chicago will also be the home of two additional

must-sees.

Our Kapp KX 1 automated gear grinder and our Niles ZP08 large gear grinder. Come be a part of the
celebration

and witness first hand the latest in Kapp Technologies.

See you in the windy city.

IRepr,esentingl KAPP, NILES and KAPP TECH:
KAPP TECHNOLOGIES,
Boulder,

2870 Wilderness

CO 80301, Phone (303) 4471130,

E-Mail: info@kapp-usa.com
SiE'E 'US AT IMTS BOOTH #8-6950

internet:

Place,
Fax (303) 44711~31

www.kapp-usa.com
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BeH,er Qu,aHty~ LOlwer IC'ost
F,orged Gears,
Today. near-net shape forged gears
are produced with better quality than ju t
a. few yean; ago. Requiring only minimumfini
hing [0 meet specific tolerance , these gears can also be produced
at ignificllIlt1y lower tOlaleQ t than
gears manufactured
using other Irnditional teehniqu
.
Near-net g ars come (rom the forging
pre s in almost the exact hape of the fini hed geM, with straigllt-from-Lhe-di
quality ratings a higb as AGMA 6-7.
Gear teeth are forged w:ith, an envelope of
excess steel around 'the tooth pmfile,
whichis removed by either a single-pas
grinding or hobbing operation. While
only a handful of companies produce
gears wilh this method. its populari.l.y is
gmwing, say Chris Carman. president
and chief operating offioer of Presrue
Corporation,
Cleveland. Ohio., which
produces straight bevel, spiral bevel" helical and spur near-net gears in diameters
lip to 1.7"with stockallowance ranging
from 0.1, mm to 1.5 mm.
f:orging Near-Net Gears. The manufacturing proee . which can take from 6
[0 '14 weeks depending
on materials and
design complexity, begins with teel bar
stock tbat i u ually turned and poli hed
to improve the surface and then cut to the
exact weight. This i. critical since 'the
steel must completely fill the di.e to complete the gear profile.

A Illellr-net shape forged geBlt :1I1doft th
Counesl of IP".,rile Corp.

j

Prior to forging, billets are heated in
an electrical induction furnace. then. ina
single '!:roke, mechanical forging pile es, ranging from ] ,600- to 6,000-ton,
form near-net shape gears with the complete allowable material envelope. or
stock allowance.
F.inishiflg. Afterthe raw forged gear
i ejected from the die, it lis allowed to
atmo pltericaUy cool to arnbiern temperature, The gear is then ready for turning
and a light-finish hob cut. If grinding i
the final operation. a complete and consistent lower material envelope of grindingstock (0.1 mm to 0.3 mrn per flank)
is ensured by cold' drawing (he forged
near-net gear through a finish sizing die.
Thi operation i also capable of providing a fini hed protuberance and root COIlfiguration to the geometry supplied by
eu tomers, thereby eliminating requirements of grinding the root area. The cold
drawing process is sometime capable of
producing a net tooth geometry. which
eliminates gear finishing altogether.
IQualil, Cont1'lol. A dedicated, climate-controlled gear lab, with responsibility for quality audits of the gears and
dies. is essential to both Ihe die design
and the gear producnon process. Pre. rite
recently improved .it CMM capabilities
witbthe
addition of a new Millitoyo
Bright 91'0, running the late I proprietary
gear oftware, to provide dlmensioaal
ano.lysi of forged dies and gear . Die
are checked before and after press run ,
and gears are checked dllring pres runs
[Q en ure qUalily.
"All of the machining equipment
we've inve ted in is allowing us to produce near-net gears with lower profile
stock allowance that are ready for our
customers'
finalfi nish ing processes,"
says Norman Fisher, Presrite' director of
international sales. "Uhimately, we are
helping our customers
avoid capital
equipment expenses, and al the arne
time we are providing them with higher
quality parts,"
Investing in Xechno.logy. Presrite has
recently invested more than $30 million
in technology Ior its near-net gear production process. This :includesanother

--
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Welcome 10 Revolutions, the col·
umn thst brings you the IBtest.
ml}st Up-'a-dB'''' and lissy-fa-reid
information

about the people

of the gesr
industry. Revolutions welcomes
snd technology

your submissions. PleBse send
them 10 IGear Technology, P.O.
80x '426, Elk Groll' Village,. It
60009, 'IJX (847) 437-6618 or a-mBiI
people@geartechnologly.com.
you'd likB

mON

"

.informstion ,about

Bny of the .die/es th.Bt 'pp8.1,
plesse cirel'8 the .ppropr;8Ie number on 'he Resder Service Card.
state-of-the-art
Solid
Works
]-D
CAD/CAM system to a 1St III prenston
tool design, and five CNC wire EDM
machines to tighten repeatable die tolerances and reduce tooling costs.
Enhancernent :in equipment and 1001ing development have greatly reduced
die set-up times. and advanced die materials [lOW yield less forging scrap and
greater production. Forging crap rates
have decreased from 20'i- 10 a current
rate of less than 0.2%-. "The changes we
made to our die material and die design
have re ulted in extended die life.
enabling us to produce more piece. per
die." says Dale Debejjak, Presrite's technieal services director. "And. in certain
case. we've been able to cut die costs by
as much as 50'h:."
Manujacturers Benefit. Manufacturers wishing to minimize
capital
expenditures and utilize their gear finishing areas for other manufacturing functions can benefit from using near-net
shape forged gears. These gears exhibit
le s Ire S and la I.longer because of the
consistent. unfractured grain trueture of
the integrally forged teeth, Near-net
shaped forged gears can a150 cost Ies .
Many maoufacnrrers
are eliminating
rough bobbing. focusing instead on highspeedhobbing because of the benefits of
5EPTEMBEAIOCTOIIEA'
2000
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working with near-net shape forged gears
including increased productivity, reduced
work-in-process. reduced expendable tooling costs and reductions in scrap' rates.
According
to Fisher, "We've had
manufacturers tell u that they have experienced savings of up to 65% of hobbiag
time in certain condition when working
from a near-net shape configuration
rather than a blank."

iRecy'clingl C:omes to
Abrasi,v,e Wat,er,iet
Operatiions
Abruive waterjet, an alternative cutling proce s that utilizes abrasive particles
in a highly directed, extremelybigh-pressure stream of water to cut metal and other
materials without some of the drawbacks
as ociated with other processes, has traditionally had orne high waste and disposal
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:Proc,e.ssEquipment Company Introduc:es The...

The Next Dimension"" measures tooth alignment. tooth profjle~
index and root radius utilizing these uLeadJng Edgenfeatufies:
• Unear Motors
• AGNV\ DIN, ISO & User defined Analysis
• Volumetrically

Mapped

Packages

o

Accuracy
Thermal Compensation

o

0.1 Micron Resolution Scales

• Reni~

• Software Developed
Visual Srudio 6.0
•

3-D Scanning Probe

using Microsoft
-

Remote Diagnostics by

Modem

or Internet

• Network capability

,ISO9001 R,egistered
Nurturing

IdeaL.New

Dimensi.ons In Gear Technologyl

City. 01-1' 45371
4191 US Route40oTipp
Phone: 937-667-71 05 0800-998-4191 • Fax: 937-667-.2591
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Tha,Wanl24 Wate~et abrasive recycling system,.

Courtesy ·of'Easijet lne,
costs associated with it. In fact, according
[0 Richard
Ward!, pre idem of Easilet,
Inc., of Tallmadge. OR abrasive is the
single largest consumable cost borne by
aU abrasive waLeJjet cutting eu tomers.
However, Ward and the folks at Easiler
think they have come up with an answer to
those costs: their Waterjet Abrasive
Recycling Dispenser; the WARD 24.
How It Works. The WARD 24 removes
waste product from the rank in an. abrasive
watetjet cutting system. It separates the
poor product into a container for removal
and then washes and dries the remaining
abrasive particles so. they can be used again.
The abrasive is removed from the tank
using patented nozzles mat have no moving
parts. Even if they have been buried under
the abrasive for several days, the nozzles
can be activated to begin delivering the
sludge 10 the WARD. TIle ludge is sent to
the top of a series of vibrating screen
where usable abrasive is separated. Thi
recovered abrasive' then dried and readied
for reuse. This results in two products;
waste and recycled abrasive.
The waste is made up of sludge and
fine particles. These waste products are
typically well compacted and have very
liule water in them since the water used
for washing the abrasive l returned to It!
tank. The recycled abrasive i wa hed
and dried. [t is then ready to be reused.
Maillteuaflce Issues: In general. all
alloy.
teels and harder materials work
well without c1ogg1ng the machine. Test
cutting of several plastics has also
proven to. work: well Small particles that
found their way into the dryer were
bonded, melted together with a grain of

_-------------
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abrasive

and removed du:ring the final
screening, Th:i i not 10 say that clogging cannot happen, If materials being
cut break down into frayed particles,
these could cause creen clogging. which
is em il,y fixed by removing and cleaning
the clogged screen.
Clogging is not the only potential
problem associated with the WARD. A
number of parts onthe rnachine-c-all
parts in contact wilh the abrasive=are
considered consumable . and need [0 be
wmchedl and replaced as needed.
Recovery Rates .. A number of variables need to be taken into account when
con idering recovery rare of recycled
abrasive. The e variable
include the
material being cut by the wateljel. !he
peed and quality of the cui pecified
(this deterrninelhe
amount of abrasive
contacti,ng the abra ive stream's cutting
face), the type and me h size of the abraive u ed, the placemeru of the abrasive
removal nozzles in the tank. and the
arnouru of operator anenuon given 1.0 the
machine, Given these variable • field
tests haveachieved recovery rate . of up
to 70% in a general job shop environment. This reduces costs associated with
waste removal and hauling. saving users
up to 40% oflhe co I nonnally associated with abrasive water jet.

quencie of the gear noise," says Ayala.
"Right now. we're applying it only at the
Sharonvilleplaru,
but other units within
the company are looking at it," Ayala
also reduced tooling changeover lime on
two gear production lines through the
redesign of looting and equipment.
According to Ayala, the original design
of ihe machine, manufactured by Federal
Broach required the complete removal
of six. 6-inch bolts to change two collets.

"Thi removal had to be done blind,"
Ayala ays, "as did t'Irlerelnstallatien. We
worked with Federal. Broach to redesign
the 100ls and the machine so that the collets could be removed by only loosening
the bolts. This saved a great deal of
time."
Ayala's
rede ign
reduced
changeover time from 90 minutes to 15
minutes. He is now working to change
the tooling at hard turning operations

Cin:le2S1

Fo,rd~s,Outstanding V:oung
Manuf,a,cturin:g Engineer'
Jose R. Ruiz Ayala, a manufacturingiprocessengineer
who contributed to
the implementation of th helical gear
honing
process
at
Ford
Motor
Company's
Automatic
Transmission
Organization. was nWlled a . one of six
recipient
of (he John T. Parsons
Out landing
Young
Manufac£uring
Engineer
award bYlile
Society of
Manufacturing Engineers. The honor is
conferred on individuals 35 years of age
Dr younger who demon lrnle outstanding
leadership and aehie erneru in the field
of manufacturing engineering.
Ayal.a i researching
the honing
process as 'the bend'lm<1fk: ~n gear noise,
"We're using honing to control the fre-

SEE US AT IMITS BOOTH #A-B26€1
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inserts. which cut tooling costs by half
and extend the useful life of the tool.
"With the diamond-coated inserts, which
have two comers, tool life was 250 parts
per insert," he says. "With the ceramic
inserts, whicl, have 4 comers and slightly longer life per corner, we can get
approximately no parts per in en."
Af1er earning a masters degree .in
mechanlcal
engineering
from
the
Univer ity of Michigan, Ayala. a former

,

Exxon Scholar, joined Ford, participating in the Ford College Graduate
Program, As a member of Ford's South
American Ranger launch team at the Ford
Pacheco plant in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
he was able to work closely with vendors
to addre
issue and was the liai on
between the Pacheco launch team and the
launch team at Deatborn, Ml
]n addition to his work at Ford, Ayala
is a member of the Society of Hispanic

,

...- ~.
Since 1936 ITW has provided the gear indu~try
with gear Inspection devices. Put your trust in

the people who invented the process.
PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
• Manual double flank testers for coarse pitch.
• Manual double flank testers for fine pitch.
• Computerized double flank testers for
coarse pitch,
• Computerized doubleflonk testers
for fine pitch.
• Dimension over pins or balls.
• AutomatiC In-line gauges.
I
Model 2275-DOP

Dimension QIIer
Pins

Or

Salls

No mcU-rer whaf the application; coarse
pitch, fine pitch, externals, internals.
shafts., metal orpla--stic - we look
forward to working with you.

ITW

Heartland
'205 36th Awnue Wesl

Alexandria. MN 56308 U.S.A.
Ph: (320) 762-8782
Fax: (320) 762-5260

Fine P,lch

E-mail: IlwgearsOrea-alp.com

Gear Aoller
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Engineers (SHPE) and has also worked
with the Young Engineers and Scientists
(YES)
program,
guiding
students
through presentations ranging from electricity and chemistry to resume writing.
Each year, the Outstanding Young
Manufacturing Engineer Award i named
after an SME member W:1r1O i considered
a role model. for yOImg engineers. Thi
year' choice, John T.Parsons,
is the
retired founder and president of the John
T_ Parsons Company of Traverse City,
ML He has a 70-year history in manufacturing with contributions to the automotive and aerospace industries that
include 'the development of Numerical
Control (NC), which he worked o.n wilh
a partner.
The awards were presented in May at
the North American
Manufacturing
Research Conference
(NAMRC), an
international forum for 'the pre entation
and critical discussion of the results of
basic and applied re earcb in material
forming, material removal, manufacmriog systems and manufacturing controls.
The other recipients
were Matthew
Davies, Ph.D., a mechanical engineer at
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology in Gaithersburg. MD: Hugh
Jack, Ph,D,. an assistant profes or at the
Padno School of Engineering.
Grand
Valley Slate University, Grand Rapid,
M[; Paul Schiebel, assembly engineering
manager at Hutchinson Technology, Inc.,
Eau Cla:ire:. WI' Steven Schmid, Ph.D.,
CmSgE. PE, a professor and researcher at
the University of Notre Dame, South
Bend. IN; and w.R. Winfough, PI1.D..
senior staff engineer at Ingersoll Milling
Machine, Rockford. IL
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Tell Us What You Think _..
If you found this column of interest and/or
useful, please circle 210.

If you did not care for this column circle 211.
If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of Gesr Technology, please fax your response to the
attention of Charles Coopsr, senior editor, at
847-437-6618 or send an e-mail message to
Charl8s@geartechnoJogy,com,

Want b"ettelr
p,erforma,nce
froml yo,u:r
tool steels?

•

Ken Wojslaw,·
Director CPM Powder Facilities

I

SM

'CPM Higlhl P'erf,o!rman,ce Tool Steels,
Expandingl the Range of
Perform nee Capabil'it,
Crucible Particle
Metallu,gy ~CPM)

If you're looking for superior wear resistance, greater roughness, hlg!'ler red hardness, improved
machinability, or more consistent heat treat response, then we've got a CF'M tool steel for youl

The CPM process
results in a' homogeneous
microstructure with a
uniform distribution of
extremely fine carbides.

In 1970, long before others even thought about P/M tool steels, we began production of CPM
steels at our Specialty Metals division in Syracuse, NY. W,hat a success! Since that time our
CPM product line has continually moved towards more advanced, more highly alloyed steels
which offer superior properties as a direct result of the CPM process.
.
CPM High SpeedSt,eels: In 197,6, our CPM IFlex 76 (HFIC 68-70) revolutionized the cutting
tool market with the highest combined wear resistance, toughness and red hardness available.
Our new CPM Rex 112.1 (HRC 70-72), just released in1999~ again offers the highest combined
wear resistance, toughness and red hardness now available.
'C;PMTool Steels: In 1978 our CPM10V set new standards for wear resistance in cold work
tooling ..Today we offer an entire family of ~KifJerV~high vanadium tool steels including our
CPM 3V; '9V,10V; 1SV, and stainless 420V; and we've ,got more under development.

CPM Tool Sleel

Innovative in 1970 and still innovative today,. Crucible offers
the widest selection of 1001steels available anywhere..

~===~

For the Crucib'le Service Center nearest you, please call:

800·365 ..'11185 or visit:wwW.crucibleserviice.com

'Crucible., ••The Tool Steel Pros·
Conventional Tool Steel

~Throughout his 25 years at CrUCible Specialty Metals division. Ken Wojslaw has gained a
reputation as "Mr. CPM, the Prince of Powder." These days, Ken not only runs our CPM shop,
he is also overseeing the excitingl expansion of our powder production facilities, scheduled for
completion in .2001. Others may attempt to imitate our CPM, but they can't imitate our IKen!

Cftlcible
Service Centers

A Division 01Croobie Materials CorporatiOn
Crucible. CPM.

Ru. 76. 121.3\1, 9\1,10\1, 1511, 42CJV are ~Ier~

lrad6marlal

of Cr0cib/8 Materials

CO'l1
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Qui1eter Gears,.
Engineered, Metals.
There's Qn~yone way to. ensure that
the gears you produce win always deliver
superior and quiet performance. Make sure
they're bred from quality stock.
Dura-Bar" continuous-cast gray and ductile
iron performs like free-machining steel with an
important added bonus - quieter operation.
Like steel, Dura-Bar can be austempered,
through-hardened, name-hardened. or inductionhardened for added wear resistance. Butthe
superior noise and vibration damping characteristics
of Dura-Barmake for ,quieter running
gears. And Dura-Bar is 10% lighter than steel
Dura-Bar round bars are available in dtameters
ranging from 5/8" to 20" and lengths 016-20.'. So you
won't need to make major changes in your machining equipment.
And our extensive inventory means Dura-Bar is available now- when you. need it.
When it's quality material. quiet performance,. and quick delivery that
...~••-••~.
count, look to continuous-cast DUJa-Bar for your gear production needs.

*

1·800·BAR·MU..L (227·6455)·
815-338-7800.
Fax: 815-338-]5491
2100 West Lake Shore D.rive, Woodstock, lL 60098-7497

Continuous Cast Iron Bar Stock
CO.ntact us for the latest data on gear netse,

Web S1te:www.dura-bar.com " E-mail: sales@dura-bar.com
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_------------LUBR.ICATIDNI------------Gear Up for Performance:
An latrnductlen to S,ynlth1eti1c tubrieants
for Fractional Horsepower Applliic81'tiolns
i

Jeffery Lay
Editor's Note: Thefollowi.FI'8
article delail the advantages
of synthetic "ubricants in certain applications. However,
the user should be aware of
certain design issues arising
from the eAael chemistry of
the synthetic. For example.
some synthetics may have
low solvency Jor addirit'es.
Others may not be compalible with mineral oils or nonmetallic components :such as
seals and paints.. Some synthetics may absorb water and
may not have lhe same corrosion' resistance as miner:al
oils. Finally, II! user should
consider biod'egradab.ility or
toxicity beJore switching to
any new lubricant. Many of
these concerns are pres,enJ in
petroleum-based
lubricants
as well. so consult a lubrication specialist before specifying a lubricant.
Intmduction
DeWall. Industrial Tool.
Towson, MD. was close to
putting it new North tar line
of power hand drill into production wben quality te ting
raised a red nag. 'Gear pinion were failing the rigor-ous
300-hour bench lest. The
problem wa n't the gear
de ign, it wa the grea e.
Designed for the profe sional trade man, Nonhstar

viable choice-and
in some
cases the only viable alternative-for gear designers.
What are ynthetic lubricants? The ba ic building
blocks of any lubricating oil
come from nature. Animal,
lhe.tiC
grease,a .l.nChOand.
blend dto
of eSsYt_De-r[igi!n
'plOO.o._]ymall'lkph-arOIS'eWfjl.·I·
.
vegetable, and mineral oils
oils, the Northstar gearboxes
are harvested. refined, and
. ent In market. Synthetic oil
still ron flawle sly after 100
hour of testing. Becau e of l undergo another step: They
I
the base oils' low vi cosity i are manipulated at the moleand exceptional .Iubricity, the ! cular level to change and
improve lubrication characsynthetic grea.e 81.0 reduced
teristics. For example, a syninternal
drag. opnrruzmg
motor speed and overall tool
thetic hydrocarbon oil starts
witD ethylene. a petro.leum
performance.
The DeWall lory is Dot
product. The ethylene is
unique. Whil
petroleumre ynthe ized to purify the
oil and to narrow :its range of
based lubricants are still the
nann in the world of gearing.
molecular
weight.
The
result is a ynthetic hydrocarmore and more OMs are
discovering-often
out of
bon oil that is much less
neces ity-that synthetic lu- volatile than petroleum or. in
more practicai terms, an oil
bricants olve gearingprobthat has a longer operating
lemsand
improve product
performance, extending operlife and a broader operating
ating life.
temperature range. In short,
'each
family of ynthetic oil
A S)l1thetic Lubricant
relies on Mother Nature for
Primer
Petroleum or mineral oils
its raw materials. but their
unique properties are the
will always have a. place in
product of scientific :inventhe world of gearing. After
all. tbeyare much lower in tion and rigidly contr-olled
co t tban mo t Yllthet:ic chemical processes.
Compared to petroleum.
lubriea t on the market and
work well in many gear
yntbetic oil can offer several intrin ic advantages. The
application . In pi~e of their
higher co t, however, synbest known advantage i
thetic lubricants can be a
broad temperature capability
d.rillsare
faster and more
comp ct than DeWalt'sprevious model, and petroleum i
grease '. ould no longer take i.
.I
the heat. When jhe power '
I"
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Jeffery Lay
is II.II!" Gear .Industry Director 0./ Ny/!"
Lubric(Jlt/.f, In ., Faimoven: MA. a
l1!01lu/nl'wrer of .f~cio.ll)' lubricants
sin t .1844. Jt/J's e-mail addrtSS is
je(f1ay@nyelubncants.com
if you'

have
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questions or comments.
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Join our Rotary Club.1
CNC
Automa,tic
Inspection
Systems
'ear/nsped/on

Sel'llfuAvRIIQIJle

.' Gears

• Hobs
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•
•

'Ca ms'h (lIftS,
'Crankshafts
Sp'lines
Sheper Cutters
Worm Sets

• And mar,e
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(See

Table

Temperature

I

I: "Lubricant

Ranges").

In

fact, the ambient temperature
of an application is the most
common rea on designengineers first tum to synthetic
lubricants. It was the primary
reason Autotrel Corporation
of Crystal Lake, [L, specified
one of the most expensive
synthetic lubrica.Ilts for their
new Model 1.50, Class N
gearmotor.
The Class N motors automatically lock oven doors
when the temperature hits
450 F (23r C) during selfcleaning cycles, The motor
then relea es the door latch
when the temperature drops
below 450 F during the
cool-down phase. Autot.rol
used a high-temperature,
engineered plastic for the
gearing; however. the gears
did not meet the customer's
6,OOO-cycl.e wear require0

EVALUATION

AND

REPORTING,

SYSTEMS

351 FAME ROAD' DAYTON OHIO 45449 2388
,9371859-8503
• Fa. (9371 865·0656

CIRCLE 1"63

ment, External. lubrication
was needed and perfluoropolyether (PFPE) grease,
which can easily withstand
continuous temperatures of
250 C as well as even higher
spikes,
wa
the logical
choice, While the cost m.ay
have seemed prohibiuve->
PFPEs can co t up to
$100ll.b.-a little goes a long
way. For Autotrcl, four cents
worth of PFPE grease in each
gearmotor is all it took to
exceed customer specifications-and build a reputation
for quality in high-temperature appliance applications.
In addition to urvi.ving
hotter temperatures,
most
synthetic
lubricants
have
lower pou.r po.ints than petroleum; that is, they do much
better in cold environments
a: well-a key reason why
synthetic oils and greases
have replaced petroleum in
0

0

GEAR
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Tab'le 2: Overview 'of Synthetic Lubricant famJlies

most automotive
components. Synthetic lubricants
also last three to five times
longer and do not form carbon deposits as readily as
petroleum lubricants. They
also have higher viscosity
indices" the viscosity of the
base oil snowing greater consistency
as temperatures
Fig. Hln 8.ayside Contro:11Grou,p~s
change.
Therefore,
because
precision gear set. ,evenl a film 01
there
is
less
evaporative
loss,
lubr,icant can potentia'lly be' thick
,enough to cause a IPositioning ,enDr: you usuaUy use less synthetic
A v,all light thixotropic gr,ease not
lubricant per part.
'only passed rigofiDus IIife tests, lit
Each family of synthetic
,also lower,ed internal temperatures
by five degrees.
oils-there are six of themalso has its own. unique,
designed-in. qualities (See
Table 2: "Overview of Synthetic Lubricant Families").
A family consists of chemically similar oils in a variety
of viscosities. Synthetic hydrocarbons" commonly known
as polyalphaolefins (PAOs),
are the most widely 'Usedsynthetic lubricants for gears and
IFig. '''-Special
adherence
and
lubr,icityadd itives Ikeep the synthet·
gearboxes. They offer excelic grease on the gears ami 'extendl lent cold-temperature perforlha 'operating life of Mallory~s :new
mance (to -600 C) and are
Modell 620appl iance timer.
known for their oxidative stability, PAOs are compatible
with many plastics, seals and
paints used in gear applications. Compared with other
synthetic fluids they are also
relatively
inexpensive.
In
addition, PA:Oscan be formulated for use as food-grade
lubricants
where toxicity
Fig. 5-A new syntheticfluor'Dcar·
issues such as contact with
bon gal on rack-and-pinion steering
food products are of concern.
systems; :reduces wear, damps noise
Synthetic esters are ideal
and al iminal.estlle :need for polisbing racks ,after heat·tr,eating.
for cut-metal and powdered20 GeAR TECHNOLOGY

metal gearing, if proper seals
are used. Due to their affinity
for metal, especially steel and
iron, esters provide maximum
wear protection.
Because
esters can withstand temperatures as high as 1.800 C, they
have become the clear choice
for automotive supercharger
gearing and other severe duty
applications. A word of caution: esters, whether used
alone or in combination with
PAOs, have been known to
auack.certain
nonmetallic
components,
i.e. plastics,
elastomers, and paints.
Like esters, poly glycols
have an affinity for specific
metals, such as brass or phosphate bronze. Therefore, they
are frequently used in wonn
gear applications to reduce
friction and improve efficiency. In contrast to some of
their mineral oil cousins and
other synthetic fluid families,
some polyglycoIs are biodegradable and non-toxic.
Silicones and PFPEs are
compatible with nearly all
gearing plastics. Both are
suitable for broad! temperature appLkationsand
have
shown exceptional, low-temperature torque characteristics. PFPEs are also resistant
to. chemically
aggressive
environments and will not
dissolve in the presence of
fuel vapors or brake fluid. In
addition, some PFPEs have
very low vapor pressure,
which is essential for vacuum
chamber and aerospace applications where outgassing can
be problematic. Both silicones and PFPEs have a low
solvency for certain types of
additives and as a result can
have less corrosion resistance
than other synthetic fluids or
mineral oils.
Polyphenylethers
(PPEs)

•
are not widely used in gear
applications. However. it is
important to point oatthat
these synthetic oils have high
radiation resistance. In medical or dental applications,
where radiation sterilization
is mandatory, a PPE would be
an ideal choice for gearing ..
(Note: Because of their radiation resistance they can not be
exported to some countries
for security reasons.)
In general, synthetic lubricants are simply new design
materials that offer gear engineers an alternative to minerai oils or greases, They
should be considered when
mineral or petroleum lubricants can not meet operating
conditions, such as extreme
temperatures or the need for
lifetime lubrication. Before
replacing petroleum with a
synthetic in an existing gearbox, always consult the gearbox manufacturer and do a
cost-benefit anaylsis. When
designing a new gearbox,
weigh all options and consult
with a synthetic lubrication
specialist before specifying a
lubricant
So You're Designing 8.

'Gearset or Gearbox
Why would gears require
lubrication? Simply stated, to
make gears run smoother and
last longer, Mechanically, a
lubricant forms a protective
film between the mating gear
teeth and retards wear.
Selecting the best lubricant for an application is not
always easy. The American
'Gear Manufacturers Association (AGMA) has developed
an Industrial Gear Lubrication
standard (ANSIJAGMA 9005D94) to help engineers select
an oil viscosity based on pitch
line velocity of enclosed and
open industrial gears. This

_-----ILUBIRICAliION----tandard references spur. helical. herringbone.
lnight
bevel, piralbevel, and cylindrical worm drive . However.
there is no,handy guide forlhe
selection of grea es or appropriate ynlhetic oils for gearing application, which mean .
the design eagiaeer should
have a basic knowledge of tribology andlor partner with
lubricution engineers, especially for gearboxes that are
"lubricated for life."
While the proper oil vicosity is important. choosing
the rigllt oil is the real key to
getting the be I..
lubricant for a
pecific applicatlon, All oil
are subject to freezing and
evaporarion. In either stale.
they cannot lubricate, and the
component fails, So matching
the temperature range of an
oil
to
tllelempera.II.1f,e
extremes of the device is
essential. Choosing the right
oill is e senrial even when
specifying a grease. Grease
are made by mixiQg a powdered material or thickenerlike luhium=-with a base oil.
but the o.il is till thecritical
component. Grease can be
thougin of as a "sponge of
oil." Moving parts, such as
gear teeth, squeeze oil out of
the matrix to prevent friction
and wear. While many people
are comfortable wi.th a term
like "Iirhium grease," lit.really
tell little about the lubricant' properties, Lithillm is
only the" ponge," Lubricant
behavior depends on the type
of oil in the formulation.
What's beI1et'. grease Dr
oil? When lubrication ervice
intervals are part of the picrure, oil generally get the
nod. For example. oil are the
norm in most large 'indll trial
gearing. Oil bath act a a
cooling sy tern and reduce

! opemting temperature .. They

I

I

are al 0 very effective i:n
keeping wear debri suspended or out o'f the gear teeth
mesh. The cooling and cleani.ng advantage . of oil •.howeyer, have to be weighed again t
oil' tendency to leak, Seal

,I JIEIIIL
i

150 up to' 1..,800 mm die.
1

Gear Hobbl'n'Q Mac:hi'nes
C'onv,entiionarN'C & CNC

SOUTHIKORU

Solid cast iron. rigid and durable design. GE
-Fanuc controls ... nigh quality at a great value more than 270 machines installed in the USA

:, add cost to the gearbox.
Further, worn-out seals can
:pose afety and environmen•.al hazards in an industrial
setting as well as image and

I warranty

issue

in the con-

umer market.

E

When a gearbox is lubed, for-life. or if the orientation
. of tile gearbox makes il prone
to I akage. grea e hould be
considered.
Soft grea e .
those designed specifically
for ge.a:_rs,
not bearings, sometime
offer
the best of both
,

I

I,

I

world . They will lump or
flow back into the gear-teeth
mesh hke an oil while

remaining gel-like to reduce
leakage. Soft greases can be
i formulated to reduce internal
operating temperatures. They
la! 0 allow the addition of
i
molybdenum di ulfide (MoS2)
or
pelytetrafluoroethylene
(PI FE). which do not ui pend well in oil, alone. These
additives can dramatically
reduce wear and frictio.1l
under boundary lubrication
conditio s, where lhereare
frequent changes in direction
I or uclden start/stops under
I load. Finally, a soft grea e
may reduce gearbox cost. by
, eliminating oil eals and the
manufacturing cost associated wirh seal designs.
j
Importantly, greases can
be formulated light enough to
accommodate
even small
gearmotors.
For example,
Autotrol designed a ub-frac! tional geW1Ilolor for a medical device II ed to monitor
the cloning ability of a

MODEL

.m 1lIOJlJlC

JDP'Z
26"
O.P.4"
68-220 fIlI11

JIlP·l

Mall. 01 melllr
Max. PileI!
HoD SP8!ld

31.5"
D.P. 3.2"
30-225 rpm

39"

PRice Inltal!t~1

SlUOO

1111,350

$219,500

D.P. 2.5"
30-130 rpm

5Jif ASI Machinery Co .• SoleImpotlerfo USA" Canada
516-D River Highwoy #200 Mooresville. NC 28117-6830
Phone: 704-881-0790 • Fox: 704-88 1-085 1
E·mo~: asimcchinefY' conninc.com
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SPIRAL B,EVIEt GIEARS
(Tra,nsmissi,ons)

I

I
I

I

Spiral,' Straight IBevel Gan ManufaClDring,
Commercial 101 aircr·aft quality' gearing'.
Spur. belical. spHned shafts. internal' ,external.
:shavedl & ground gears. Spiral bevel,grindino',
MidwestTransmissions &: IReducers.

II:SO,compliant

i,'

I

I

IMIDWEST IClEAR

CDNTA.CT:

!ITOOL INC.
1211124IE. Nine IMilio -d
W lTell, MIl80891

CRAIG D. ROSS
1[81017§4-,1I92J

FAX 18~DI754-192&
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Toolink Engineering
HYDRAULIIC
SPLI'NED AR'B'ORS

:
,

-

--

----

Tooliink Engineering offers Splined Arbors
which locate on major, minor
and even pitch diameters ..

Highest

Accuracy
Splined arbors can
be manufactured
with runout as low
as 3 microns. The
clamping sleeves
with ground splines
are replaceable'. This

tooling is suitable
'for measuring,
testing', balancing.
'gear grinding and
other light machining
applications.
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Toolink Engineering
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CyIJao® face :ceal' ,grindin, for l!.lItomodve
Higher ,gear qualities and reduction of noise,
are lust two of the reasons, why Crown Gear
decided to develo,p a grinding process forits
Cylkro®face gears.
-

Especially the automotive Industry, with
applications such as rear axle drives and
differential drives. will benellt from ground
Cylkro® face gears.

Reductions in size and weight, less noise. smooth
running and low maintenance. The Cylkro® face
gear technology combines it all.

,I

...-:,
~,

IU:.'OWIN

!Buursernraat

200

a.A.' •. V.
NL-7S .... RG, Enschede

Tel. +31.(0)53-4759880
E.ma.illnro@cro

.....ngear.nl

Fax +31.(0)53-4759899
www.c.owngear.nl
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patient's
blood
during
surgery. Minimally. Autotrnl
needed a lubricant to protect
against tooth wear and faeilitate power transfer with minimal heat and noise. It also
needed a plastic-compatible
lubricant. ince the gearmotor
used plastic, brass. and steel
components.
A synthetic
hydrocarbon
grease
with
additives to minimize friction
and start-uptorque delivered
the long. quiet life Autotrol's
customer wanted.
Gear grease can be engineered' sort enough [0 actually flow under shear and
return to gel can istency
when static. With their stayin-place quality. 'these very
light, thixotropic synthetic
greases area viable alternative to conventional gear oils.
which are often automatically specified for low-torque
applications.
Case in point: Bayside
Motion Group. Port Washington.
NY, designed
a
unique family of all-helical
planetary
gearhead
with
30% moretorque
than other
planetaries, backla h as low
as 3 arc minutes, under 70 dB
quiet operation. and over 92%
efficiency.
Having pushed the laws of
physics to the limit with it
Helicrown gear teeth geometry and Plasma Nitriding.a
computer-controlled
hardening proce s, Bay ide focu ed
on the lubricant for further
quality nnprcvemerns. The e
gearboxes
can see input
peeds lip 10 10.000 RJ>M, so
they require a robust lubricant
to protect the tooth surface
from wear ami 10 s of profile
accuracy. Compounding the
task, in a precision gearset
designed for servo motors,
even a film of lubricant can

•••

_

potentiaUy be thick enough to
cause a positioning error.
Lubrication. engineers were
able to formulate a very light,
thixotropic syl1lheticgrease
whose flowability and durability assured continuous
Iubricaticn of the gear and
bearings for the life of the
gearhead. After a grueling.
full-load,
300 hOllr/3.000
RPM life test, the gear teeth
retained their original profile.
[1'1 addition, the gearhead's
operating temperature
was 5
degrees cooler than with pre-

viously sa:mpl'ed greases.
Grea e can be utilized in
'high- and low- peed
enclosedgear designs pmvided the housing or gearbox has
been given proper Call ideration during
the design
proces . The engineer must
design the housing to reduce
open spaces, where grease
can become trapped and lead
to lubricant
starvation. In
existing gearbox
designs.
engineers have incorporated
pla tic baffles to reduce the
both

A SYNTHETIC
HYDROCARBON
GR.EASE WITH
ADDITIVES TO

MINI'MIZ'E FR.lCTION
AND START-UP
TORQUE DEliVERED
THE LONG, QUIET

UFE AUTOTROL'S
CUSTOMER
WANTED.

_____
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amount of grease required to i and how quietly do the gears
fill the box and to keep the have to operate?
grease where it is needed.
When selecting a grease
Plastic Gearing
for plastic gears, the base oil
Plastic gears are of len must be compatible with the
i
"designed'tto operate without. I design materials (See Table
I
lubrication-e-and they do. In I 3, "Material
Compatible
1,

1"

ons

the truggle to achieve maxi- with Synthetic
and
mum operating performance
Greases"). All engineer also
and life. however. many engineeds to consider how well
i
neers are finding external ' the lubricant will adhere to
lubrication dramatically im- the gears. "Iackiflers," addiproves pia tic gear designs.Jn
lives that. improve a grease's
fact. it can be staled without
ability to adhere to gear
exception
that lubricated 1 teeth. are u ually recorngears-even
lightly loaded, 'I mended to reduce ling-off.
low-speed, plastic gearingMallory Controls of Inwill last longer and fun quidianapolis, IN, has a history
eterthan the arne gearset ! of success with synthetic
without lubrication. So the lubricants and plastic gearing.
basic question is. How long
Recently. it et out to develop
1"",.

High quality-class A & AA skiving
hobs-'Iine, medium or coarse pitches.
Solid carbide up to approximately B
DP & carbide lipped for coarser
pitches-ilven larger than 1 DP.

i

I
'1'""

,Sha:per CuU!e,rs

Shavio,g CUitters;

Spu r or Helical.

Top,quality, price & reliable delivery.

~:)
PARleR
1650 SYC;1more A"Pl1l1f) Bohem,.I

INDUSTRIES

I

INC.

Table 3 -Materials

Ny 11 IH,

with Synthetic

Oils & Greases

i Svnthelic i Esters ,I!! : SilicDnes : IFluorinated
, Kylfrocrbons: Polygl~cols ' (All Types!'
Emers

(II

-

Compatible

IAt Room Temperature)

1-631-567-1000· Fax: 1-631-567-1355
1"111,\ 1'1' II,,' VMI ,It www narkermn.cnm
E-Mail sales(a)park{!rmd.com
YOUR SINGLE SOURCE fOR GEAR CUTTING TOOLS AND GAGES
-----
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!! PILASJlCS
I

Acetals

A

A

A

A

Polyamides

A

A

A

A

Phenolics

A

A

A

A

Terephthaletss

A

A

A

A

C
C
C

A

A

A

A

A

A

Polycarbonates

A

A8S resins

A

Polyphenylene oJ!.ide

A

Modell GSZD·4T

Polysullones

A

C

A

A

!GearShaper

Polyethylenes

B

!B

A

A

c
c

A

A

A

A

Butyl'

c
c
c

C

A

A

Ethylene Propylene

C

B

A

A

Nitrile (Buna N)

A

B

A

A

Neoprene

A

A

A

Silicone

B

C
B,

C

A

fluoroe lastomers

A

e

A

A

$86,395

20" Diameter
4'" (or 8") F,Bte Width

RUBBERS
Natural Rubbers
Byna S

Mode'l IHS10-12 eNC
"eNC" Hob Sharpener
:$112,'995,
1

10'"IDiameter
12" Length

Legel!d: A--Usually 01(; a.Be '1:118fwl; Ic..Causas Pr.obleml

(CBNI Whee'll

CautiDn: These compatibility ratings

VisIt eur web site:

g,\.
rJAr

It

HJ,\I

1/1' r I IPtJ

www.lba.sicmachi.netool!s.com
r, 111

Email: wolfC&bas;cmachlnllHools.com

S 1('
Telephone. (323~933-7191
N( -()I~P()I<AI'EI)
Fax' (323)933-7487
I{ f ) l II·
P.O Bo. 36276. LosAngeles. CA 90036
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intended to be gllidelines for

design engineers when selecting lubricants. Under hfgh mechanical
stress, high temperature, poor plastic/ela.l1tomerquality,
I

Of

any combina·

tion ofthese conditions, compatibility can be compromised. Anysynthetic
/ubricBnt used with a plastic or elastomer;c c.omponenr should be tested

to ensure compatibility in 8 specifrc8pp!ication.

••••••

_LUBRICATIONI'

I

the Model 620. a. new longervehicles. Tbegearbox incorlife timer for dome tic clothe
porates both plastic and metal
washers, dryers, and dishcomponents that withstand
washers.
outPIlt. torques ranging from
Using its popular M--400
14'0to 220 inch-pounds under
timer as a starting point.
operating speeds from 30 to
14.2(}0 RPM. The dry gears
Mallory engineers upgraded
the plastic gearing design. In were noisy. which would have
initial prototype testing they
had a negative impact on the
lied the M--400 grease, a perceived quality of the prodpIa tic-compatible synthetic
uct.
hydrocarbon with a wide serSeitz's lubrication supplier
viceable temperature range
recommended a soft, claythat should have been suitable
gelled, PAO grease with a
tackifier for adhesion and
for the M-620. It did not meet
cycle
test
requirements,
PTFE to facilitate low-temfalling short in the area of perature tart-up. When the
wear protection.
gearset was loaded with the
Because the M-400 grease
grease, it purred like a kitten.
was designed for small. slowSubsequently, Seitz discovered a bonus to pass on to its
er-speed. plastic and metal
gearing, the larger gears of eu tomer, In wear tests, the
the M-620 with their high
greased gearset outlasted the
pitch line velocity tended to dry gears by 300%.
One additional design note
sling off the M-400 grease.
Without the ell bion of grea e about lubricant for pIa tic
between the gear teeth, fricgears: Ilil cases where plastic
tion exacerbated wear, whi.chgear
have internal lubricants
led to premature
failure.
such as PTFE or silicone. the
Lubricant engineers recorninternal. lubricant may intermended a similar formulation
fere with the "wetting action"
with special lubricity and
of some external lubricants.
adherence additives. Since a reducing the external lubrirelatively bght grease was cant' ability to provide an
needed to meet the unit's low- adequate film of oil. between
temperature,
tart-up torque
the gear teeth. Therefore.
requirements, a tow-viscosity
when selecting an external
lubricant fOT plastic gearing,
synthetic hydrocarbon base oil
engineers
should
either
and lithium-soap
thickener
rounded out the chemistry. In choo e gears without all internal lub .cant or make certain
cycle te ring, this new lubricant dramatically reduced gear thai the internal lubricant
work synergistically with the
tooth
wear,
dampened
acoustic noise, and substanba e oil in the external lubricant. Typically, if an external
tially increased timing cycles.
lubrica:nt is used, no internal
Seitz Corp., Torrington,
lubricant
is required.
CT, manufactures precisionHeavy Metall
engineered,
thermoplastic
Some gear designs rely on
gearscgearboxes and components. ami is a recent convert
mixed-fillm or boundary lubrito synthetic grease for plastic
cation to prevent gear wear
and failures. Visteon Autogears. Its latest actuated gearmotive Sy terns' rack and pinbox deploys and retracts canva awnings on recreational
ion steering
components,

GROUND' GEARS - Ten or Te.lI'Tho'Usand
For small to medium quantities of spurs or Ilalicals that have to
meel close-tolerance AGMA or DIN specs, our Reishauer grinders
and M&M gear ana~ysissystems arelhe pertect combination.
For Long runs, we offer the unique Liebherr CBN grinding
process with full SPC quality control and documentation.
So whether your needs are tor ten or lens of thousands, we
invite you to join the growing list of INSCO customers wllo rely on
us lor consistent quality, reasonable costs, and,reliable delivery.

Qmco

IP,HON-! 9178-448-6368
IfAJ(-.: 978-448-5155
WEB: InSCIICllrIP,'Cllm
412 Main Street, Groton. Massachusetts 01450

ORPORArJOI'I

ISO 90011 Registered
CIRCLE 155

CIRCLE 157
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LOOKING
FORWARD
TO 2001
It may still be summer, but here at Gesr Technology
we're already gatting ready for next year. Here are
some of Iba highlights you will not want to miss:

JanLlary/Febru8ry 2001: We'll be focusing on bevel gear
manufacturing and applications. Other topics will include
deburring, software and gear theory.

March/April 2001: Wf1 will revisit hf1at treating and also
cover metallurgy and quality control.
May/June .200;1: Gear design, specification and buying will
be the focus topic. We willalso go into plastic gearing and
gear troublf1shooting.
July/August 20011: This issue will focus on cutting tools.
You will also find articles on broaching, coatings and Gear
Expo 2001.
..
Se,ptem'ber{October 2001: We will focus on Gear Expo
2001. Other coverage will include plant automation, workholding and environmental issues.

N~ovemberfDecember

.20011: Our end-of-year issue will
focus on ,gear grinding. We will also cover quality stendanJs, gear manutactlJring and the year in review.

!If you want to contribute an ,anicle, covering these, or any

,other gear-r.elated topic, contact Charles 'Cooper; senior
,editor; at {8471 ,437'-6604 er e-mail
Charles@geanechnology.com.
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your

idea, to

which are used in

LIUBRIC.ATIONII ••••••
Lincoln. I steering systems

1.0 reduce
friction and wear between the
spring-loaded yoke and rack.
A lubrication engineer suggesred jhar the new grease
may eliminate the need to polish racks, without jeopardizing performance. Intest runs,
the unpolished racks lubricated with the synthetic grease
actually outperformed the polished units lubricated with the
petroleum grease.

:~~:b~
~~
:~~i:~to-I
Rack and pinion gears constantly change direction, and
the potential for high shockloading puts a great deal of
stress on both the gears and
the lubricant. Additionally, the
Visteon system has a springloaded, yoke-to-rack mechanism, which keeps the rack
mated to the pillion. Under
mechanical shock-load testing. simulating pot holes and
railroadtracks, the rack separated from the pinion, increasing wear and causing an
annoying clunking soundurely a warranty claim in the
making. Visteonengineers
needed a lubricant to reduce
gear wear and the level of
noi e transmitted through the
steering column,
and their
petroleum grease wasn't doing
the job. They turned to lubrication experts for assistance
on the project.
Synthetic lubricant formulators combined a newly
developed,
high-viscosity,
synthetic base oil with a lubricious thickening agent and
extreme pressure (EP) and
anti wear additives. The grease
was applied to the gear teeth
as well. as the spring-loaded,
yoke-and-rack
interface. It

I

I
I

Condusion
Petroleum or mineral oils
may always have a place ill
the world of gearing. However, synthetic lubricants are
dosing the gap. They are
solving problems, r-educing
lubricant consumption, and
making a real difference in
the performance and life of
demanding gearing applications.O

passed all gear and yoke wear

Tell Us What You Think ...

tests
while imparting
a
smooth, quiet, quality fed to
the entire steering system.
Two other important benefits were realized. When
Visteon switched from petroleum to synthetic grease,
manufacturing
costs
decreased because less lubricant
was needed per part A bigger
surprise, a manufacturing
step was eliminated. Visteon
typically hand-polished the
back of the rack in some

If you found this article of
interest and/or useful, please
circle 212.
If you did not care for this arti-

cle, circle 213.
For more information about ,
Nye Lubricants, circl. 214.
If you would like to respond to
this or any other article in this
edition of Gear Technology.
please fax your response to
the attention
of Charles
Cooper. senior editor, at 847-

437-6618.
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Your partnerfor grinding wheel
dressinq units, dressinq wheels and
dressinq technoloqy

Fassler Corporation
131 W. Layton Avenue,

Suite 3.08

Milwaukee, WI 53207
Phone (414) 769-0072
Fax
(414) 769-8610

www.faessler-aq.ch

E-mail: fassler@execpc.com
,CIRCLE 142

Of course, there's not really a magical way 10 handle your
deburring needs, but we have the next besl thing. OlS builds
turnkey systems with proven per1ormance. We've become the
industry leader by offering the best overall value:
• High-speed, high-quality systems
• Quality components from brandname manufacturers
• A variety of standard base models
which can be adapted easily to
your needs
• Engineered solutions lor practically
any application
• Trained staff of experts waiting to:
assist you

Galli OLS:loda".

OLS Model 1200

e'll

make Jour deburring
troubles; Idisappear!
~

.....

>

1231 W8It SeQfey Road
Berea, Ohio 44017
(440) 24M251

www.olsmachlne.com

WANTED?

September 6-13. The International
Manuractur.ing
Technology
Show
(lMTS). McCormick Place, Chicago. IL.
The 2000 show features ten exhibit pavilions, Student Summit, keynote speakers
and an expanded manufacturing conference. See our coverage on page 47. For
additional details log onto www.imls.org
or call (703) 893-2900.
September 10-13. 8tl! International
ASME
Power
Transmission
and
Gearing
Conference,
Omni Inner
Harbor Hotel, Baltimore, MD. Hear from
top researchers from around the world as
they pre ent their latest work ill the field s
of gearing and power transmission. For
information contact Neil Anderson, the
conference chairman, at (248) 688-2369
or log onto the conference website at

www.enme.umd.eduJasme2000.
September
26-27. Society of
Manufacturing
Engineers.
'Conferences. Holiday Inn. Indianapolis, fN.
5MB's Conterencing Divisionis hosting
two seminars. On September 26. SME
win
present
"Understanding
Gear
Metrology," On September 27, 5MB will
present
"Manufacturing
of Plastic
Gears." To register for a program, or to
get more information. contact SME at
(800) 733-4763_
October
10-12.
International
Manufacturing Enterprise Technolo,gy
Expo. Rosemont Convention Center.
Rosemont, IL. [MET 2000 focuses on
computers in manufacturing. enterprise
systems, motion sy terns and industrial
equipment and maintenance. For more
information visit www.imetexpo.com or
cell (800) 964-9665. 0

MORE ACCURACY
MORE EXPANSION
MORE VERSATILITY
LONGER LIFE
AND LESS COST?
THE ANSWER FOR 150 YEARS.

Tall Us What You Think ...
If you found this column of interest and/or
useful, please circla 223.
If you did not care forthis column, circle 224.

LeCOUNIT, Inc.
12 Dew;iu Dr. • p,O IBox. 9511' White River Jet, VT 1050011U.S;.A~
Tel: '18(0)642-15113 0' ,18102),
296,2200 • Fax: (80-2)296·6843 IE·mail: ilecount@sover.net
Website: http://www.leeounteom(i.ncludes
products;peci'icationsl

If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition of Gear
Technology, please fax your response to the
attention of Charles Cooper,senior editor, at
847-437-6618 or send e-mail messages to
CharleS@geartechnoJogy.com.
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The American Gear Manufacturer.

Association's

Fall Technical

eetilng

October 22-24, 2000
Cincinnati, Ohio,

7HE 8E57
LEARNING
EXPERIENCE
IN 7HE
INDUSTRY

FIND

Learn the latest about:
• Application Techniques and Strategies
• Stress and Strain Analysis
• Improved mspecnon Processes
• Design Optimi,zations
• Manufacturing Technology

IFor more Information, please contact the AGMA Technical Dlvilion at (703) 684-0211
or 8-mall at ttmOagma.org. You can also vlsHi our Website at www.Bgms.o.rg.
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For more information about a product or service advertised in this issue of 6 •• r Technology. circle the appropriate, number on the
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NEWI TRY OURRAPID READERRESPONSESYSTEM!
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Gear Oil
Micropitting Evaluation
A.. iB..Cardis & M. 'N..Webs1er
Printed with permission

ot.the copyright .holder,
the American' Gear
Mauutacturers
Association, 1500'King
Street, Suite 207,
Alexandria, Virginia'
22314, Copies ofthe
paper are available from
the Association.
Statements presented' in
.this paper are ,those o.f
the Authors and may .not
represent the position or
,opinion of the American

Gear Manufacturers
Association ..

Background

Introduction
During the last decade.
facturers,

particularly

in

industrial

Europe,

documentation

of

micropirting

before approving

a gear oil for use in their equip-

ment. The development
lubricants

has been

understanding

of the

of

limited

Micropitting

gear manu-

began to require
performance

micropitting

resistant

ual additives

in combined. rolling and sliding contacts
under Elastohydrodynamic

(EHL)

mixed

or

the chemical

generation

produce

gear oils.

characteristic

18 <
18 •
~ 14'

.§.

,

composition
to strongly

of a lubri-

influence

this

Typically, the failure may start
surface

at a shallow

a continuous

Suggested Remedv

cracks.

The

angle to the surface

fractured

surface

dull matte appearance

is applied

with a

that is vari-

gears, Micropittiag is the

10

ferred term. Tbeterms

Reduce to O.311m
Retained Austenite
Use Highest Practical Viscosity
Reduce the Coefficient of Friction
Run at High Speed (for a thicker EHl film)
Reduce Oil Temperature
Use Properly Se'lected Additives

I

bearings.

Micropitting

is generally,

but

1101

neces-

sarily exclusively, a problem as ociared with
heavily loaded case hardened
Unlike macropitting.
to see, particularly

gears.

micropitting

under

is difficult

under the conditions

In the laboratory,

tional lighting,

a microscope

of field

with a clean gear
with good

direc-

micropitting

takes on the appear-

ance of etched glass.

In the

field, the tooth surface

must be illuminated

from various angles to see if

the characteristic

.c 12'

this

failure mode when it occurs on rolling element

mounted

.

--- Sullur/Phosphorus iMlne.al Gear QII
....... Sulfur/Phosphorus MInerai GaarOn
....... SUlliJl'lPhQephorus.lMlnel'!!l Geor '011
--6- SulfurlPhospho.us Synthetic PAQ..based Gear '011
""*"Synthe\iC PAO-basedl Clroulating, 'Oil
--e- Synthetic PAO-based CIrculating .QII

pre-

peeling or general superfi-

cia! spalling have also been used to describe

in peetions.
----<--

as

ously called gray staining. frosting or micropitting
when it

1- ~

COJll-

such

micropirs with characteristic dimensions
ofapproxirnately 101-lm.The micropits coalesce to
fanning

Lubricant Viscosity
Coefficient of Friction
Speed
Oil Temperature
lubricant Additive Chemistry

Lubrication

Lubrication

conditions

of numerous

cracks propagate

011

Gear Surface: Roughness
Reduce Austenite Level

is

load. speed, sliding and specific film

micropirting and (2) a helical gear test used to
study micropirting performance
of formulated

IFactor

that

during the first W5 to 106 tress cycles with the

Table t+Factors Influencing Micropitting and Suggested Remedies.
Influencing

operating

wear phenomenon.

to conduct small
of additives

EHLlBoundary

cant has been found

tudies of the effects of individ-

and combinations

phenomenon

operating

thickness,

promotes micrepitting and by
a lack of readily available te ting for evaluation
of the micropirting resistance of lubricants. This
paper reports results of two types of testing: (1)
scale laboratory

observed

temperature,

by which certain

lubricant chemistry

the use of a roller disk machine

wear

high rolling

fatigue

ditions. Besides

both by a lack of

mechanism

is an unexpectedly

contact

i

Micropitting

,e 10

the gear

tooth.

micropirung

matte areas can be revealed .
may occur almost
However,

research

anywhere
shows

all
that

is most likely to occur at local areas

of high load, or areas associated

with hlgher slid-

ing duringthe gear tooth contact cycle. For this

reason,
I.S

1.4
'Conlact PrestYI'!!'

.2

(GPo)

Fig .. l-Plot
sl1ow.ing the progression: of micropitti11g wear during Roller Disk
macIJi.lI'e experiments for various ISO
100 indllstrial geQr and circulating
lubricants.

va
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micro pitting is often found in the adden-

dum and dedendum

of the tooth profile and at the

edge of the gear tooth if the gears are misaligned.

It

has also been observed

tracks

local

that

raicropitting

often

high spots in the surface topography

a ociated with high stresses.

The progression of rnicropitting may eventualIy result ill macropiuing .. If pits form they often
di play a characteristic arrowhead or fan hape.
with the pointed end atihe edge of the micropitted
area There are also reponed cases where the
micropitting progresses up to a point and top.
sometime described as a form of running-in or
stres relief. Although il may appear innocuous.
such loss of metal from the gearsurface cause 10 S
of gear accuracy increased vibration, noise and
other related problems. The metal particle
released into the oil may be roo mall 10 be picked
up by oommonly used filters, butlarge enough to
damage tooth and bearing surfaces (Ref. 1).
MicropitUng 'tests
The factors that are reported to influence
micropitling (Ref. 2). along with uggestrons for
preventing the problem. are hown in Table I.
The election of preperlyaddinzed lubricants
is the most difficult parameter to determine.
Ueno, et al , (Ref. 3), found in their te ling that
anti cuffing additives (often referred 10 as EP
additive ), in iii GL-5 type lubricant cau ed micropitting to increase. Certain
pecification lest •
uch as the Timken OK Load Te t, FOllr Hall EP
Te t and the FZ-GScuffmg Test requirethe u e of
such anti- cuffing. dditive .
There i no globally accepted test for determining the effect of the lubricant on gear micropitting. However, the Lest reported in me FVA
(Forschung vereinigung Antrieb technik,
the
German
Re earch Association
for Dri e
Technology) Intormation Sheet No. 5411-EV ha
gained wide pread acceptance
among gear
builders and customers. In thi te I. the failure is
determined by the degree 10 whieh micropitting
causes a deviation from the original gear involute
profile. If invohne measurement equipment is
unavailable, the micropining can be tracked using
a combination of micropitting area and weight
loss. which is compared with table and pictures
characteristic of reference lubricants willi different levels of micrcpitting protection.
Experimental. Roller Di k. Program
The FVA micropiLling gear procedure can be
used to creen the perfonnance of variou lubricant option . However, disk machine offer a
more flexible platform on which to conduct te L
10 evaluate the influence of various operational
and lubrication
parameter
on rnicropining.
Webster and Norbert (Ref 4) have de cribed the
development 'of a roller di k te t procedure thar
successfully reproduced many of thea pects of
micropitting observed in gear testing. Significant
findilng from this preliminary work were:

20 ....... Su~'ur/l>hOllphOrUJ IoIIne!'&ll 'G.1Il" 011
18 "
....... SulluI'IPhOlplio"'"

Minerai Gear 0111

111 ~
....... Sulfur~.
-8-ISO

1110IMlntlOO

IoIIneral Celli' 0111

au. 011

Fig. 2-Ave.rage Hlear depa, results lrom Roller Disk test s"o·I4' Ihe ellect of
additives jr:om IIIJ ISO VG lOOsu/fur-pllo_pllo1'U_ gear oil,

remolling

-

-

--

Table 2-Gear Design and .operational Variables lor Helical Gear Mlcroplnll1g Tests.
Gear

Pinion

55

25

25

25

.0.297

0.135

0.304

0.148

MineraJ

Synthetic

Kinematic Viscosity at 40°C leS)

68

168

Kinematic Visc:osity atl00·C IcS)

8.5

10.4

Number

ot Teeth

Normal Pressure Angle (degl
Pitch Diameter (m]
Outside Diameter [rn]

I

Helix Angle (degll

19.75

AGMA Duality Number

13

Center Distance 1m)

0.216

Surface Roughness (rms)

0.81 mm

Surface Hardness (HRC]

58-60

Gear Material (carburized to
0.1016-0.1270 cm deep],

4820 Steell

Face Width (m)

0.0286

Gellr Speed (rpml

lIJOO

Power (kWI

625

Oil Temperature (DC]

82

Torque

5966 Nm

Dill ViscDsity

0.5 (appro)!.)

Film Thickness (Lambda)
i

I

i

•
nder rolling! licling condition , the slower
moving surface is more prone to micropilting.
• Increasing the specific film thickness (i.c. ratio
of lubricant film thickness to combined surface
roughne s) from 0.92 to 2.32 moderately reduced
micropiuing damage versu the virtual elimination of micropining with poli hed urfaee giving
a specilic filmthiclrne s of 5.62.
• Micropitting is drastically reduced at low, non-zere
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Table 3-0ils

Despite

IJsed in the Helical Gear Test Program.
Type
Mineral EP
Mineral EP
Synthetic AW
Synthetic EP
Synthetic EP
Synthetic EP
Synthetic EP
Synthetic EP

Oil

A
B
C
D1
D2
D3
D4
H

the scatter

FVA Test Result
Medium

The resuks for the synthetic

High
High

additive

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

systems

provides

ment :in micropitting
from

these

results

High

gear

obtained

directional

oil tests

oil

anti-wear
improve-

performance.

The results

well

compare

with the same lubricants

the FVA micropitting

wi!h
using

gear test and suggest a good

between, the roller disk machine

and

FVA test methods.

1

To further investigate the influence of additives
a test was conducted on the unad-

on micropitting,

__ MInerai a....all + NiIrog;en
AnU_,

14 ' ",*Mlrtel1!lBase all • Nit!'Ogt!1AAHM/lr l' • SullY!' Anfi_J
12"

PAO circulating

suggest that the use of less aggressive

18 - ...g..MI~tal 'BueOIi. SuHIJ,',Antlwes. 1
16.

with the mineral

and synthetic based gear oils yield similar results.

correlation
20 - -Q-'Mlneral,Base 011+ IPhOlpborul"nUwnr

associated

gear oils, the results show that both the mineral

ditized mineral base oil used in the mineral, gear oil

,

with the fully for-

test The results are compared

......-l.Iln eral'Base all • Pho.phoruo Anllwearl + Sulfur "ntlwea, 1

onset

mulated gear oil in Figure 2. The

I

micro-

of

pittiag is delayed and. the final result corresponds
to the lowest of the three fully formulated

gear oil

results. This result confirms the significant

impact

that lubricant additives can have on rnicropitting,
Obviously,
1.2

1.B

1.6

meet

2

gear oils must contain additives

various

Fig. 3-Roller
Disk Machin.e micropittirzg test results showing the .influence of
individual additive components from a typical ISO VG 150 sulfur-phosphorusbased gear oil package.

protection

performance

and

specification

not the least of which is to provide

requirements,

Contact Pressure (GPs)

to

against

wear known

the severe

as scuffing

form

of adhesive

that can occur in gear

tooth contacts. Thus, the challenge

of developing

next generation gear lubricants is to arrive at a base
-e- Mlnerall B8~e Olt .. Sulfur A'ntlweat 1

24,

.....

MI"e,all
-*- Mlne,al
.........MInerai
__
Mlna,.1
~
Minatal
...... MInerai

2221
0

E
~
~

a
!
~

18
1:6

stock and additive composition

Base 0111
+ Sull'ur Antlwear 2
Bsse on ,. Phosphorus A"llwea, 1
Base 0111
'. Phosphorus Anliwea, 2
Base on • Phosphorus A"tiwea, 3
Base on ,. Sullu,/Phosphorus AntiWHI 1
'a.... 011,. Sullu,/PhosphofUs Antlwear 2

various performance

to obtain good micropitting
of different

14

;!I.i

i

additives

of the impact

technology,

micropitting
of

and base stocks. In a first series of tests,

individual

components

and combinations

ly found in conventional
I

typical-

sulfur-phosphorus

in [SO VG

gear

2-

oils were tested

0

stock. The results shown in Figure 3 indicate that

'I.B

i2l

the sulfur based antiwear

Contact PreSSU~9(GPa)

Fig, 4-Roller Disk Machine micropittillg results Jor a range of alternative .sulfur- and pJlOsph.orus•.based antiwearadditives blended into minera.l base stocks.
slide to rollratios (e.g. a slide to roll ratio of 0.0095).
The variable

load method as described

erence 4 has been used to investigate
lubricant

composition

on micropitting.

Figure

1

al base stock results from figure

1 does not pro-

2,

we find that it

may even improve upon base, stock-only
mance.

Both (he nitrogen

wear additives

showed

a significant

to either of' the e two resulted

using

va

nificant improvement

The two SUlfur-phosphorus

the anti-wear
to provide

and anti-scuffing
Tirnken

greater than 60 lbs, The
culating

level

of Timken

OK

gear

to provide
load

in a sig-

From these

results it was concluded. that sulfur additive
in some

way

However,

results from mixtures

results

FZG fail

but does not provide
OK

in performance.

gear oils

load

protection.

By

to reduoe

the sum of the results

components
additive

to

of the sulfur

additives

ynthetic PAO based cir-

oil was formulated

stage I 1 scuffing protection
a high

100 industrial

The addition

anti-

tendency

micropining.

of ISO

perfor-

and phosphorus

antiwear

a series

base

against the miner-

produce

required
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the effect of

additive

Comparing

from the tests conducted

lubricants.

G~"'R

in ref-

mote micropitting.

150 mineral

shows results obtained

contain
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component

tests were conducted on different combinations

12
10

4i

the

protection,

In order to gain an understanding

.. i
8,
.. ,:j

~

that balances

needs against the requirement

micropitting

I acts

damage.

are not necessar-

gained

on individual

so the benefit from the use of sulfur

1 may not be reproduced

w:ith additional

when combined

additive technology.

In a second series of tests. the performance

a

of

range

sulfur-

alternative

based antiwear

additive

of

and phosphorus-

were evaluated

and the

Surfacel Finisb. 11m. rms. II

general category

in the response

of additive,

Gear

-

sulfur

Table 5-Surface

additive 2 resulted in a greater degree of micropitations

are found

ulfm/pho

and mixed

tested.

The

pitting performance

of the anti-scuffing

that can be used to formulate
ation

is. no doubt,

additive

of

has an advantage

Helical
Following
a micropitting

disk

resistant

for the evaluation
However,

testing

machine

further

experi-

upon to develop
as the primary tool
performance,

was also conducted
was developed

four square gear te t rig, In a

development.

an

automated

vision system

was employed

and repeatable

mea urernent

areas

on the test gears.

gear

and te t conditions

about

the

may be found in Table 2

because

most of lIle incident

away from the camera
incidence

dark

to the
light

camera

is reflected

due to the low angle of

of the inspection

148 hours

Oil H

534 hours

roo

lated at

Lights. Any rnicropit-

light i captured by the cam-

the area

to appear

ab ence of other surface feature
light. thi

approach

white.

of the surface affected 'by rnieropining,
vides an automated
ing the progression

inspection

determined

initial

alignment

condi-

evidence

0

problems

of the failure was
not adhesive

macropits
support

area start-

area and terminating

field observations

by

been damaged
The second

that have linked

test was conducted

using Oil B,

for which a good rating in the FVA micropitting
gear test had been obtained,

This oil ran for the

rate compared

to the previous

Data for these two te Is are graphically

compared

which

exactly

engagement

match

before and after the test are
to find that the helicalgear

EngineerinR Corp,

for

ill the FVA te

made at. [(lO-hour increments.

t. Observations

Image

were

were record-

25/55

the

The nominal. sur-

found in Table 4.,
It was encouraging
test

appeared

A. B. Cardis
is an oil formulator
and
lubrication chemist specializing in gear lubrication in
rile products research and
technology department
at

pattern

tooth configuration,

face finishes recorded

the non-hunting

irxxonMobil Research and

to track

the FVA test. results,

ed in anomalies

'9. medium.

test.

in Figure 8. Note the repeated pattern in the wear
results,

F.ig. 5-PictI4re. showing the 55·.looth gear and
2§·tooth pinion used in
the helical gear testing,

I 000 hours and had a much lower pinion

of the rest development

Oil A, that had been rated fail load stage

the

micropirting.

However ..the small degree of micropitting

designated

with

to areas that have previous-

tion • the firstte l was run using the second side
gear set with a mineral oil,

and/or

at the pitch line, This result appears to

on et of macropitting

ly

wear,

of movement

with the gear , The photo-

ing in the micropitted

pinion/gear

optimum

to identify

graph in Figlll:,e 7 shows a fan-shaped

the gears from their shafts,

runs to determine

that the initiation

was al

It thu

pro-

shut

and a crack were found in Pinion

The gear and pinion were analyzed

tooth

system for follow-

was

and at the edges of

the type of damage and the cause of pining. It was

assessment

of micro pitting while av iding

the need for removing
After

In the

that may scatter

gives all accurate

in the dedendum

two large pit

micropitting

causing

wear was calcu-

Tooth #1 and a smaller pit in Gear Tooth #3.

lions due to the irregular roughness
Some of the scattered

Broken tooth
Broken tooth
Broken tooth

the teeth, At 327 hours, the rig automatically

entire

era,

Broken tooth

down due to vibration in the slave box, At this time

ted areas all a gear tooth scatter light. in all. direcof the surface.

Cause

Cracked toom

and 3OOl1ours. Tile rnicropining

There

of the micropining

lnformation

appear

Oil D4

accurate

to provide

vision .y tern is based on light
by rough surfaces, a shown in Figure
areas

36 hours
30+ hours

due to rolling contact fatigue,

The machine
6. U nworn

Oil 02
Oil D3

machine

and Figure 5. The test oils are listed in Table 3.
scattering

Modes and Hours 10 Failure.

oum

concentrated

entative of commercial

A test program

using an available

0,20-0,25
0.20--0.25

Test DUration
16U hours

ed and the amount of micropitting

gear oil The formulation

on larger gears morerepre
gears.

that anyone

of micreprtting

additional

industrial

to

over another,

was embarked

effort made use of the FVAtest

Table 6-failure

vari-

Gear Test Rig

the roller

ments. a program

0.64-<1.76

lest

the individual

assume, based on our limitedtest:ing,
cla s of additive

Gear

additives

and it would be dangerous

chemistry

0,64-0.76

results

gear oils. Till

a function

After

Pinion

in tile micro-

show that there i a large variation

finish lor Oil C.

Surface Fini!lh.llm. rms. :

I. Similar vari-

for the phospborus

pborusadditive

0,23
0.23

within a

For example,

ting than found for sulfur additive

AHer

0.51
0.47

Pinion

results are shown in Figure 4. In this case, we see
that there is a variation

finish for Oil B.

Table 4-SlIrlace

in the machine

ment system that required

result-

vi ion measure-

improvements

prior to

starting the third test A hard mount wa fabricated to replace the universal

fixture previously

used

M. N. Webster
is .Q tribologi t spedalizinR
in gears and bearing ill ri!e
corporate strategic research
department of E.uonMobil
Research Ufld Ellgineering
Corp,
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low at 0.2%J]()() hrs up 'to 7()() hrs, al

consistently

Camera Cllplures
n!nd'omly reliM:ted
IIghtltom
micropltted areas.

which point the rate increased

sharply.

Between

700 and 900 hour, the rate increased to 0.7%/l()()
hrs and! between 900 and 1000 hours. the rate wa
0.9%/1 00 hrs. The overall
slightly

the

in the first 300
hrs) with a very low rate of

amount of wear occurred
(1.57%1100

wear, 0.17%/100
Mlcf,opltted sufla"" results
In random refiedance angles.

rate was

at 0.61 %/100 hrs, however,

greater

greatest
hours

rate for the test was

hrs. For Oil C, the overall

0.5%/100

hrs, thereafter.

For Oil C. the

nominal surface finishes were recorded

before and

after the test as shown in Table 5.

Fig. .6-Sch,ematic
showing tile light-scattering
characteristics fromv,arimts surface features of the
gear tooth: under inspection.

The difference

in micropitting

wear rate was

since hom oils had the same perfor-

unexpected,

mance level in the FVA Test. However, it is interest-

ing to nOlelbat the high initial rate found injhe Oil
C tests corresponds to gears with. higher initial
roughness. This result matches well with observations that gear tooth surface roughness has a significant impact on the initiation of micropitting.
The low level of micropitting,
changes in appearance
additional
system.
localized
Fig. 7 Pitlea gear toolh from the helical gear tests
Oil Oil A. Note I'halthe pit ,appears to have slarted
from within the micropitteliarea.

lighting to compensate

Additionally,

algorithms,

which

fixed threshold

showed

levels of both micropitting

pitting.

Under

these

conditions,

based feature recognition
able to successfully

system

separate

the need to adjust the

micropitted

portion

use an adaptive

to discriminate

vision

rather than a

between worn and

unworn areas of the gear tooth, were employed.

solution
However,
The

of the tooth.

to this problem

incandescent

macro-

intensity

was not always

brightness

area from the brightness

post processing

different

and
the

micropitted

for shifts in the location of

the camera.

gear teeth

under

to locate the camera with respect to the gear

inspection. This eliminated

for the illumination/irnaging

problems
Individual

as well as the

of the worn surfaces, po ed

due to a

of the nonOne

po sible

would be to replace

the

light with a laser ba ed system.

j

this upgrade has not been implemented.

next run

was made with Oil D, a synthetic

oil that was rated fail load stage 9, medium,

r

in the

1

III the third test. the same procedure
employed

using a synthetic

oil, designated

was
Oil C,

that rated fail load Stage> I 0 higa in the FV A test.
A report
was generated containing theestimated percent rnicropitting
relative to the total
tooth contact area. A reference
data
et was

me

recorded

after run-in to be used to correct inspec-

tions made during the test for anomalies

present at

the start, which were not related

to micropining

and which would not be expected

to change dur-

ing the test. Data for the tOO-hour inspection

ilar progression

of wear to that of Oil C with most

very low incremental

wear thereafter. The test was

wear. Since we have a quantitative

measu.re of micropitting

throughout

the test, it is

after testing were the same as for Oil C.
Figure 9 compares

the results at 300 hours for

the first set of test oils. The mineral oils are rated
in the same order as the rating in the FVA test and
oils are not. These differences

ishing variations

A further series of tests wereconducted
was conducted

tions it became dear

quite different.

ion of micropitting
wear was
In the ea e of Oil B, the rate was

I

using

a new batch of test gears. The first of the e tests

time. In comparing
that the progres

may

and surface fin-

between the test gears.

possible to estimate wear rate as a function of test
Oil B with '0il C, we found

I

at 760 hrs due to vibration caused by a
cracked tooth. The surface finishes before and
stopped

well be related to manufacturing

there was a very low level of

i

of the wear occurring in the first 300 hrs ami. with

the synthetic

system.

I

which had been u ed for Oil C. This oil had a sim-

acquisition
micropitting

GEAR

side of the gear set

od are not available due to a problem with tbe data
As expected,

34

peri-

FVA test. using the second

with Oil D. From early ob ervathat this test was yielding

]1

a

different result from the first test using Oil D with
the previous batch of test gears. Mild scuffing was

I

I
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I

on several of the pinion teeth afl.er only

observed

a few hour. of run-in ..Thi te
hou

with a broken

ended with a similar

t

terminatedafter

36

tooth. A repeat

of this test

re ult. Following

modifica-

further repearte twas
initiated (denoted as Oil D4). Thi test was termieared at ] 48 hours due 10 a broken tooth and a1 0
tions

(0

the torque system

howed

igns of mild

e .3

cuffing.

was ob ervedthatthe

unworn tooth area had taken

on a mottled appearance.
tem

did

. uece

micropitted

However,

fun),

exclude

area. mt was aI

the initial micropitting

progressed.

During lhi . test it
the vision systhese

from

0 noted that

,

t lDlIU
13 u,ull,l1
TDOIh Number

1I1t.:I021222UU5

2S

.....01'*

.... OIl;'
..... QlC
.... 01 D

lest

at this point
of the micro-

due to uncertainties

in the validity

pitting measurement

under the e circum

ranees.

experience

our disappointing

S ,I ,

Fig. 8-MU::f'OpiJIed,cu:mmeasured .0,.· ,indil>idmrlpfniOR tee1hJoriliJJeremlllbricanls
and tesl times. Note II,e repeated paJ1em .obscn.ed for Illfr .co,."enrional F.P geat' oil
c'O.rTf!sponds to gear contacts associated wilh· the non.hunJing 25155 geM mtW.

'orne of

was removedasthe

The test was terminated

Following

the

2 3.4

using

Oil D with the second batch of te tgears, we elected
to 'Iry a different oil, Oil H had been developed

as a
micropitting resistant oil based on the earlier Roller
Disk Machine results and ,ltad achieved a high rating
in the FVA test. In this test. significant micropitting
(7.8%) appeared during run-in and the first 5 hours
at the test load. An additional 7.0% bad accumulated
by the U)O-ItOllIin

pection.

micropitted area appeared to
decrease in a imilar fa: Irion [0 that in the last te t of
Oil D. Once again the test was topped because of a
Thereaner,the

broken tooth. at which point rnicropitting

covered

14.37% of the pinion active flank area Table 6 summarizes the failure modes and hours to failure for the

tests conducted on the second batch of gears.
Conclustons
De pite the mixed
test, several

experience

roller disk machine
the large-scale gear te ts,
o

Results

experiments

and

from both lIte roller disk machine

and

that if all other

are Iteld constant. the compo ition of the

gear oil has a direct influence
•.Additives

cornmonly

anti- cuffing
influence

viding anti-scuffing

with the gear

liIle FVA gear test. have confirmed
variables

systems balanced

in lrucLive Ie ~OIlS were gained from

the earlier

on rnicropitting.

used in gear oil

performance

'to provide

can have a negative

on micropitting.

• There is a wide variation
formance of the anti-scuffing

in Ithe micropittiag
additivesthat

percan be

used to formulate gear oils.
• An automated machine vision system can be
applied to in situ gear in pectien to track the progres ion of micropitting.

•.Gear manufacture
influence

and finishing Ilta .3 significant.

on micropilting.

need :ior close

tolerance

order to obtain a consistent

• Balch to batch variations

which
on these

higl1ligh
variables

the
in

test.
between

Fig. 9-Micropitled
area .al3oo hOlln/or oils exhib.itillg difjerml EVA gear ie',
micropitting puformance.
ge I thai. Hi good practice 10 plan any te I cries
on one batch of gears. One g ar et from the batch
should be run with a reference oil.
• Variation in results between the helical gear and
FVA tests confirms that mi.cropitting respond to
many gear manufacturing, operational and lubricant characteristics.
• Gear oils can be formulated using new additive
to meet the combination
requirements

Ihe risk of micropitting,

of pro-

while reducing

0
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Introduction.
Designers are constantly searching for ways to
reduce rotorcraft drive system weight, Reduced
weight can increase the payload, performance, or
power density of current and future systems. One
example of helicopter transmission weight reduction was initiated as part of the United States Army
Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission program. This
example used a split-torque, face-gear configuration cancept (Ref. 1). Compared to a conventional
design with spiral-bevel gears, the split-torque,
face-gear design shawed substantial weight savings
benefits. Also, the use of face gears allows a wide
range of possible configurations with technical and
economic benefits (Ref. 2).

'Ve.rtical Flight Society.

'* .Editor's Note:
Crown ,Gear B.V., the

manulacturer of
C'ylkro@ lace gears,

has been working
Face gears

with Kapp ,GmbH and
Re.;sh.auerAG to

Fig. l-Split.torq"e,. face-gear transmission from
the A~T program (Ref. 1).

develop grindin9
machines and tech·
nol09y,capable of
producing AGMA 13·
14 quality Cylkro@

gears lor the aero·
spaceandautomo·
live industriesa.nd
presented ,its .Iirsl
ground C:ylkto®geal

at Gear &po' in
Oetobet 1999.
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Idler spur gear
(quantity 2)

Fig .. 2:.-SpUt-tol'que,.face-gear transmission from
the l'RP program (Ref. 12).

Historically. face gears have been used to
transfer light loads or angular motion between
intersecting shafts (usually at right angles) such
as in positioning mechanisms. Standards (Ref. 3)
as well as examples of research contributions
(Ref. 4) exist for this type of application. There is,
however, a lack of experience with respect 10
design guidelines. allowable stress, and manufacturing capabilities for face-gear use in highspeed. high-load applications uch as helicopter
rotor drive systems. Recent studies have been
performed to advance the analytical capabilities
relating to face-gear design (Refs. 5-8). These
studies considered face-gear geometry, size limitation factors, tooth contact analysis kinematics
and transmission error analysis. Experimental
testing has also been performed to demonstrate
the feasibility and investigate the failure modes of
shaper-cut face gears (Refs. 9-10). These studies
identified the need for face gears made from
high-strength. carburized steels in order to obtain
the required durability when subjected 10 a highspeed. high-lead environment. When using carburized steels. there is a requirement to grind the
gears to compensate for heat treatment distortion
in order to obtain high-accuracy tooth geometry.
However, there is currently 110 machine available
that will grind face gears.*
A new initiative has begun in Europe to
investigate and advance the use of face gears
in aerospace transmissions (Ref. 11). In the
United Slates. a Defense Advanced Re earch
Projects
Agency
(DARPA)
Technology
Reinvestment Program (TRP) was established
to further enhance face-gear technology. The
objective of the DARPA program is to develop
a grinding procedure for face gears as well as
design and demonstrate the proof-of-concept
of a concenmcally-arranged
split-torque. facegear transmis ion configuration (Ref. 12). A
grinding procedure was developed based on a
continuous grinding method using a worm
grinding wheel. Prototype carburized and
ground AISI 9310 steel face gears were fabricated as part of this program.

The objective of this wm:k is to deribe
liminary re Ilits of the experimental

the pre-

tests performed

on the carburized and ground AJSI 93] 0 steel face
gears. Face gears were tested in the NASA Glenn
piral-bevel.-gear/face-gear
fiJity.
B ic face-gear
dign. test facility. setup procedures, testing procedures. and testresults are described.
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on one of the helical gears. A 75-k:W (100-hp) DC
drive motor, connected to the loop by V-helts and
pulleys, controls the speed. as well as provides
power to overcome friction. The facility has the
capability to operate at 560 k;W (750 hp) and

Fig. 5-Test spur pillion Q1Jdjace gear.

Fig. 6-Developmerll
face gears.

problems witll .illitial ground

Fig.. 7-Super~finishedJace

gear;

Fig. 8-Typ.ical tooth conIne/pattern checks from loaded static roll tests during

installation.
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20.000 rpm pinion speed. A torque meter in the
loop measures torque and speed. The faeility is
also equipped with thermocouples, oil flow
meters ..pre ure transducers, and accelerometers.
The gears and bearings of the facility are
lubricated and cooled by a pressurized oil system.
The lubricating fluid used was a synthetic base
helicopter transmission oil conforming to the
DOD-L-85734 specification. The test pinions and
face gears were lubricated by jets which radially
directed oil into the roots of the teeth on both the
into-mesh and out-of-mesh sides. The nominal. oil
supply pressure was 552 KPa (80 psi) and the
nominal flow rate was 2.6 l/min (0.7 gpm) for
both the test section and slave section. Oil inlet
temperature was set ar 74° C (] 65° F). In addition. the oil system was equipped with a chip
detector as well as a three-micron filter.
Face Gear Grinding Setup,
The face gears used in the current tests were
precision ground using a true generating method.
The goal was to produce face gears having a quality of American Gear Manufacturers Association
(AGMA) Class 12 or better, The method used
employed a WOilJl thread grinding wheel to generatethe face gear teeth in ./.1 serup similar to that
shown in Figure 4.. The worm. wheel rotational
axis was located perpendicular to the face gear
axis at an offset distance. During grinding, the
worm rotated about its axis as it translated across
the face gear teeth along a nearly radial line. The
translation was at a small angle to the true radial
line and related to the lead angle of the worm,
The face gear work piece also rotated slowly during grinding so that all teeth were generated synchronously after mu1tiple turns of the face gear as
the grinding worm slowly translated inward. An
effective method of redressing the grinding wheel
(without tooth undercutting) during the above
process was also developed,
The face gears were ground on a four-axis
machine incorporating the basic setup described
above, The first development gears experienced
grinding bums as process parameters were being
adjusted, Other difficulties included tooth facets
and rough surface finishes. Eventually. face gears
of AOMA Class 11 quality were made for the
tests, The experience with the etup used validated the process but indicated that a better machine
is required to obtain the gear quality needed.
Deficiencies
encountered
included limited
machine grinding peed. excessive machine
deflections. and control-loop errors inherent in
older vintage machines. The machine capability
for making larger face gears (desired for aero-

space use) was limited
underway
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Fig. 1J-VilJration spectrum at lO·miliion facegear cycles a1424 N-m torque and 2300 rpm (triangles denot« pinion/face-gear meshillg ,alld harmoniefrequencies),
manually rotating the complete assembly and photographing the contact patterns. Figure 8 shows a
typical example 0:1' a tooth contact pattern check
for a loaded static roll test. Again, the objective of
this procedure was 1.0 ensure tlte proper shimming
to produce a tooth contact pattern that was centered on the pinion and face-gear teeth in order to
avoid edge loading,
AI, the stan: of the project, the proper shim
value to produce the required backlash and COIltact pattern was unclear. To gain experience. a
rudy was conducted to determine the effect of
shimming on backlash and contact pattern. Here,
various shims were installed while backlash and
pattern checks were measured: for 'the test and
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slave sections using the procedure de cribed
above. Figure 9 documents the effect of snirnming
on backlash. It should be noted that there was
some variability in the backlash measurement.
Overall, there appeared to be a linear relationship
between shimming and backlash for the elected
range presented. Figure 10 shows the effect of
backlash on loath contact pattern. The results
depicted are for the test side, but a similar trend
resulted for the slave side also. Note that the figure contains hand-drawn sketches of the contact
pattern. The purpose is not to quantitatively define
the required magnitude of backlash, but to show
a:n important trend iii the instaflauon process. IT
the backlash is too loose (higher number), the
tooth contact approaches the inner-diameter edge
of the face gear, possibly leading to edge contact.
If the backlash is 100 tight (lower number), the
tooth contact approaches the outer-diameter edge
of the face gear; again po sibly leading to edge
contact. In addition, the clearance between the
pinion and face gear could be critically reduced
when the gears reach operating temperature if the
backlash is too tight. Thiscould result in jamming, coast-side contact. or scoring failure. From
the experience of tlte tests performed, backlash in
the range of 0, 178 to 0.254 m.m (0.007 to 0.0 I.0 in)
produced acceptable tooth contact patterns.

I

A total of five endurance tests are reported in
this work. The test operating conditions are listed
in Table 2. The objective of the tests was 10
demonstrate (hat carburized and ground face gear
would achieve the required durability when subjected to high-load helicopter transmission conditions. At the start of the project, extensive modal
surveys of the test facility were conducted as well
as speed sweeps with the test hardware installed.
From these studies, a face gear speed of 2300 rpm
was selected as the test condition to avoid any
speeds that could contain facility-resonant dynamic loads. Test gear loads of 64, 76. 88, 100. and
112-percent design torque were run for ten-million face-gear cycles each, The arne te t-side face
gear wa used for all of the runs (serial number
(SJN) 2-2), Similarly, the same slave-side face
gear was used (SJN 2-4). These were carburized,
ground, and super-finished face gears. Since the
pinions accumulated over four times the number
of cycles as the face gears, the pinions were
replaced after each higher load condition to minimize the chance of a pinion failure cau: ing facegear tooth distress. Based on this, the pinions for
both the test and slave sides were replaced after
the 88- and loo-percent load tests. The original

Ta.lu .2-'Jest 'QperalLng Condition •
Test section

Face-gear
Tesl No.

2

3
4

5

speed (rpm)

2.300
2300
2300
2300
2300

Face-gear
torque (

om)

242 (64%)
287 (76%)

332 (88%)
377 (100%)
424 (112%)

Pinion,
million. eye

Face-gear.
million eyes

40.6
40.6
M16
40.6

10.0
10.0

40.6

10.'0

pinion (SIN's L5-1.2 and L5-5) were carburized,
ground, and super-finished, while the subsequent
ones used were only carburized and ground,
At me start of each test, the gears were
installed as discussed in the previou section.
They were then run for a break-in period, which
consi ted of a gradual increase in speed and
torque. After the break-in, the gears were visually
inspectedthen run per the specified te t condition.
Facility parameters ueh as speed, torque, oil flow,
oil pressure, temperatures, and vibration were
monitored throughout the test, After completion
of ten million face-gear cycles, the gears were
removed from the rig, inspected (visual and magnetic particle), and photographed.
Results and Discussion
Figure l 1 shows rypical vibration spectrums
'[rom the te t . The spectrums were produced from
high-frequency
piezoelectric
accelerometers
mounted on top of the pinion hou ings ear the
pinion/face-gear meshes. One was mounted on the
lest side and one on the slave side. The accelerometers had integral electronics, a typical sensitivity
of 10 mV Ig. and a re onance frequency of 90 Idh,
From the pectrum, the major sources of vibration
were from the pinion/face-gear
fundamental
meshing and harmonic frequencies.
Figure 12 gives the maximum vibration as a
function of run Lime for all the tests, The maximum vibration is defined as the maximum value
of the pectrum, and usually occurred at the pinion/face-gear fundamental meshing frequency.
Note that the vibration was rather sporadic during
the te ts. This i' not uncommon for vibration of
high- peed machinery. Also, there appeared to be
no definite trend of vibration with torque. This is
consistent with previou
mdies performed 'on
helicopter transmis ions (Refs. 14, 15), From
Figure 1.2b, a sigmficaru reduction in vibration for
the slave side occurred at 20 millien cycle . This
was probably due to the replacement of a failed
pinion shaft support bearing at the end of Test 2.
Also, significant changes in vibration occurred at
30 and 40 million cycle for both the 'lest and slave
sides (Figures 12a and 12b), probably due to the
replacement of pinions for Te ts 4 and 5.
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At the end of Tests 1 and 2 (242 N-m, 64-percent design torque, and 287 N-m. 76-percent
design torque. respectively), there was no noticeable wear 011 my of the pur pinions or face gears.
At the end. of Test 3 (332 N-m. 88-percent), the
pinions had very light wear but the face gears
exhibited no noticeable wear. Tile pinion teeth on
the slave side had wear lines where the pinion
meshed withlhe face-gear outer-diameter region.
This was possibly caused by debris from the pinion ·hafl. support bearing failure.
At the end of Test 4. 'the replacement pinions
had a slight increase in the amount of wear compared to the pinions from Test 3. Concentrated
wear all the pinion teeth was noticed as diagonal
line on the teeth corresponding to the location
of'the pitch Iine. Tile face gears, however, had
less noticeable wear than the pinions. Slight wear
lines were noticed that appeared to correspond
with the edge of the facets on the teeth.
s s PTe I.! B ERIOCTOB

E R 2000
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a) Pinion, ten side.

c) Pinion. slave side.

d) Face gear; slave side.
Fig.. J 3-P:iniorland

face gear teeth after
Test 5 (424 N-m, 112percent design .torque),
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At the end of Test 5 (424-m,
l 12-percent),
the replacement pinions had again a slight
increase in the amount of wear compared to the
pinions from Test 4. This wa expected due to the
increased applied load. Sl:ight wear lines were
apparent near the pitch line as well as edge lines
where the pinion meshed with the face-gear innerdiameter and outer-diameter regions. The marks
corresponding to the face gear outer-diameter
region were attributed to a few burrs on the facegear outer-diameter edge, probably caused during
hardware assembly. Slight scratching appeared at
the tooth tips. Overall,however, relatively tittle
wear was noticed. The face gears had even less
noticeable wear than the pinions. As stated before,
slight wear lines were noticed that appeared to
correspond with the edge of tbe facets 0.1l the
teeth. At this time, the effect of the facets on durability and performance are Dot known, Also,
minor scratching was exhibited on the face gears
near the outer-diameter tip region. Figure 13
depicts the wear after Test 5. Aside from minor
wear line situations, the pinions and, especially
the face gears, had no significant wear problems
or failure modes. ( ote that lite wear of the pinions in Figure 13 is just the removal. of Ilhe blackoxide.) Thus, from the tests, the carburized and
ground face gears demonstrated the required durability when subjected to up to 112-percent design
torque. Further tests are planned to increase the
applied torque and determinethe load capacity of
the face gears.
Conclusions
Experimental durability tests were performed
on carburized and ground AISI 9310 steel face
gears. The tests were conducted in the
ASA
Glenn spiral-bevel-gear/face-gear
test facility.
Tests were run at 2300 rpm face gear speed and at
loads of 64, 76, 88, 100,. and 112-percent of the
design torque of 377 .-m (3340 in-lb) at ten million face-gear cycles each. The following conclusions were made:
I) Carburized and ground face gears demonstrated the required durability when run for ten million
cycles at loads ot64, 76, 88, lOO,and 1I2-percent
of the design torque. Other than wear lines caused
by isolated situations, the spur pinions and face
gears had no significant wear problems or failure
modes.
2) Proper installation was critical for the successful operation of the spur pinions and face gears.
Backlash that was too high produced tooth contact
patterns that approached the irmer-diameter edge
of the face-gear tooth. Backlash that was too low
produced tooth contact pattemsthat approached

the outer-diameter edge of the face-gear tooth.
Measured backlashes in the range of OJ 78 to
,0.254 mm (D.007 to 0.,010 in) produced acceptable
[oath contact. patterns.
3) From. spectrum readings taken during thetests,
the major source of vibration was from the pinion/face-gear fundamental meshing frequency and
harmonics. Also, there was no definite trend of
vibration with torque. 0
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_------------IINDUSTRVNEWSI------------Samput,ensili Acquires
Hunh Modul'

The Italian-based gear manufacruring machine tool maker Sampurensili
S.p.A. has acquired Ihe German company Hurth Modul, a manufacturer
of
hobbing machines. The move positions
Samputensjli to offer a completerange
of pro ducts. adding' pur and bevel hobbing machines to its exi ting produclion range. The acquisition al 0 brings
Samputensil:i closer to its goal of internationalization,
creating an integrated
worldwide network for the production
and sales of its products. The plant in
Chemnirz
will be integrated
into
Samputensili's
production
facilitie
abroad in Brazil, USA. France, Japan
and South Korea.
This acquisition completes a process
of integration between the two companies, which started on a commercial
level in 1998 when the two companies
first started targeting the main industrial. markets together. According to.
Stefano. Salmi. general manager of the
Samputensili Group. "The ynergies
developed
by Hurth
Modu] and
Samputensiti enable our worldwide
cu romers to find the ideal supplier for
machine, tools and service for gear
manufacturing in our companies .."

Employing modern CNC gear hobbing machinery, Bodine Gear is at the
leading edge of carbide bobbing technology.. BodineGear
has developed a proprietary database covering every single
aspect of carbide hob usage. This technology has revolutionized and reduced
tool costs per gear by a factor of three.
Both Bodine Gear Manufacturing and
its customers are the beneficiaries of
thi l.eci1l101ogy.

Goodlellow INamedto .Axicon
Techno:I'ogliiesB,oard
Axicon
Inc.

Technologie ,

announced

Lhal

David W. Goodfellow has
joined its Board of
Directors, Goodfello
Da.id '" G-t/rlJo,..
the fanner president of
American Pfauter LE', the former president and chairman of the board of Planter
Maag CUlling Tools LP. and the former

• ••

Bodine Electric: Announces INew
Gear Manufacturing Unit
Bodine Electric Company,a
manufacturer of fractional horsepower electric
gearrnotors, announced the formation of
a new traiegic busines unit, Bodine
Gear Manufacturing. to produce fine
pitch open gears.
Bodine Gear Manufacl.uringis
focused on manufacturing high precision, fine pitch. parallel axis pur and
helical gear and pillions. The normal
DE' range from 64 to 8. Gear diameters
go up to 6 inches. Worms and WOnDgears, as well as involute and straightsided spline, are also produced. Unique
Bodine
Gear process
capabilities
include skiving to eliminate heat treat
distortions without expensive secondary
gear finishing.

ANI Systems Co. announces that it.is now .8
manufacturing source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing cutters and bodies.
We also can manufacture new spiral
I cutter bodies in diameters 015' through 12'
I at present.
ANI can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters for most 5'-1'2" diameter bodies.
Whether it's service' or manufacturing, consider us as an alternative source for cullers
and bodies.
You'll be in tor a pleasant surprise.

INEW!Straight Bevel

Cutters.

Royal Oak, Michigan 48067
Tel: (248) 544·3852 • Fax: (248) 544-3922
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_-------------IINDUSTR,YNIEW,s-------------managing director of Pfauter Group
Worldwide. He also served on the Board
of Directors of the American Gear
Manufacturers A oeiation (AGMA) from
1992-1997.
"Mr. Goodlfellow i a significant leader
in both the domestic and international
gear manufacturing industry," said Axicon
CEO Maik T. Wyeth. "AxiCOIl is extremely fortunate jo have orneone of Mr.
Goodfellow's experience and industry

knowledge

serving

all its

Board

of

Directors."

Milwaukee' !Gea,rAnnounces New
Director 01 Product Developm.ent
Milwaukee
Gear, a
Midwest manufacturer of
custom gears and gear
drives, announced that Ed
Hahlbeck has rejoined the
company as Direetnr of

Ed HaJrlb<d

Product Development.
Hahlbeck is a
stale-licensed Professional Engineer and
a Certified Manufacturing Engineer. He
wa vice pre ident of engineering when
he left the firm in 1995 to pursue consulting opportunities.
According
to
Milwaukee
Gear
president
Rick
Fulljngton, "Ed will be focusing on our
company's expanded effort 10 obtain
more opportull'ity in enclosed drives. He
will al 0 provide upport to our Sales
and Marketing group for our 100 e gearing business,"

Wan IColmonoy Appoints 'New
Director of Sales and Market;ing
Dr. S. Rangaswamy
has been promoted to
director, .markeling and
sales. of Wall Calm nay
Corp., Madison Heights,
Dr.s ll""llta"-1
MI. Rangaswamy joined
thecompany in 1996 as brazing product
sales manager and most recently held !.be
po ition of director, technical services.
Rangaswamy received hi .Ph.D. in materials science from State Universi~y of
New York, Duong his 20 years in the
brazing and coatings industry. he has
published many technical article and
has been awarded several patents.

IFaik IRenew O'pens INew F,acility

Amarillo Gear Company

combines years of experience with
to create spiral bevel gears

quality materials and workmanship
that are a cut above the field.

Amarillo builds high qualily spiral bevel gears up to 100
inches in diameter for industries across the globe. Each set is
manufactured for quiet operation and durability to suit the exact
production requirements of our customers.
Contaci Amarillo Gear about your custom
ap~.llcation. You'll ..
find a ready ear and a.
quick response to your needs.
T.M.

I
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Amari 110 Gear Company

I

p:o. Box 1789' Amarillo, Texas 79105 (806) 622-1273
FAX (806) 622-3258 .www.amarillog.ear.com
DAOCIIHl!8
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With its new 42,000 square-foot facility in New Berlin. WI. Falk i taying
true 10 its motto. "Service is Per sonal,"
The building house a 35,000 squarefoot repair and rebuild shop. the field
service group and. a 7,000 square-foot
'Office that includes classroom space for
Ute company's Falk School. a four-day
course intended for Falk gear drive users.
The course 'Outline is designed to familiarize working maintenance mechanics
with field-practical,
factory-approved
in tallarion, alignment, maintenance and
failure analysis procedures for Folk gear
drl\leS and couplings. "We designed ,the
facility wi.th :input from our employees,"
says Brian Halver 'On. general manager
'Of Falk Renew. "We wanted to focus on
customer service, quality and speed of
repair, and who know those elements
the best but our employees?"

••••••
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BROWNING/EMERSON
POWER TRANSMISSION

'I.I
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CHA'IN CO.
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~

FLENOER CORPORATION
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POWER TRANSMISS,IDN:
SUP'PLIERS IN ONE PLAICE.
www.powertransmission.com
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_------------,IMTSFOCUS------------The World Of Manufacturing
or eight. days
International

every

other

Manufacturing

the Association

for Manufacturing

strives to tum Chicago's
ductivity marketplace,"
demonstration
Americas.

year, the sponsor
Technology

Technology

McCormick

of the

Show (IMTS),
(AMT),

Place into a "pIO-

the largest and most complete display and

of manufacturing

technology

ever seen in the

If the growth of the show is any indicator, that effort

200 largest trade shows. That wasn't always the size or
the show. Its inception,

ble by today's

while impressive

scope

of

for the time" was hum-

standards.

The Birt/' of IMTS. The first Machine Tool Show. ponsored
predecessor, the National Machine Tool Builder's

by AMT's

Association,

opened for a five-day run at the Public Auditorium

in Cleveland,

19, 1927. This precursor

Ohio, on September

to

has been very successful. indeed. With over] .4 million square feet

llVITS was heralded as a neutral forum where engineers" product

of exhibit space taking up all five levels and all three exhibit halls

users, distributors and producers could freely discuss questions of

of McComllck

Place, each level would rank as one of the nation's

mutual

interest and seek solutions

to manufacturing

problems.

The show's 12,000 visitors and 184 exhibitors filled the Public

SHOW OATES: September

6-13,2000

Auditorium

to capacity.

Society of Automotive

LOCATION:

McCormick

Place, Chicago, Illinois, USA

the Association
Associated

EXHIBit HALL HOURS:
• Lakeside Center and North Building,.
Hall C: 9:00am to 5:00pm
• South Building and North Building,
Hall B: 10:ooam to 6:00pm
• Hours for Sunday,
September 10, All Buildings: 10:00am to 4:00pm

TECHNICAL CONFERENCE DATES AND LOCATION:
September 6-13,2000
McCormick Place South, Level 4-5

of Woedworking

Machine

Manufacturers
Association.

Helping

to bring in the visitors,

Engineers,
Tool

Machinery

Dealers.

Association,

the

the Foundry
Screw

with the show.

number of exhibitors,

IMTS

measurements

for attendance,

like the amount

exhibit

floor. In fact, since its inception,

space. the

and other growth

of ales conducted

on the show

the show has steadily evolved
of dollars in business

into a major selling event, with millions

right on the show floor every day. In 1998,

CONTACT AND OFf,lCE LOCATIONS:

sales on the show floor exceeded
increase

over

$715,000

for each ofthe

the

previous

$1 billion.

record.

That was a 20%

Sales

1.,443 exhibitors

averaged

over

at the 1998 ]MTS, or

almost $15 million per hour for the entire eight-day

run of the

show.
IMTS

2000

exhibiting

offers

companies

ten pavilions
from around

As in previous year , each pavilion
within-a-show,"
and services

designed

Conferences,

than

1,800
"show-

to find the products

so they spend their time at the

Also returning

where engineers

more

is a highly focused

to allow visitors

they need quickly

snow more efficiently.

with

the world slated to attend.

are the SME Technical

and other industry

can meet to discuss the latest in technology

professionals

and processe

the Student Summit, which is held to introduce
college students to the world of manufacturing.

TECHNOLOGY

all held

was born.

the number of pavilions

Additional IMTS information is available by calling (BOO)322IMTS or by logging-on to www.imtsnetorg. At the show, if you
have a question or need assistance, help is available. There are
Show Offices located in the South Building {S400), the North
Building (N229) and the Lakeside Center (E250). If you are an
,exhibitor wishing to drop off press materials, the Press Office is
on the Main Concourse, Room N426. For international visitors,
the International
Genter is in the North Building, Rooms
N226-N228. Security Offices can be found in the Lakeside
Center (E250]. the South Building (8103) and in the North
Building (N132j. Exhibitor Registration Offices are located in the
Lakeside Center (E256), the North Building (N229) and in the
South Building 18103). Finally, Contractor Service Centers are
located in the Lakeside Center (E253), the North Building IN2301
and the South Building (S406).

GeAR

Products
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IMTS Today. Over the last 73 years, ]MTS has grown, setting more and more records

being conducted
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IINTROIDUC,lNGi NIEW TECHNOLO'G,Y. ..
. . . has always been a big part of IIMTS, sc much so !hat during
World War 1I,!he show was closed because the organizers feared
!hat the introdu ctian of new models would ) ow America's mobilization effortsl Marthe war, howBver, IIMTS was the place where
new models, produclsand technology were Jnveiled.
Technology aDd Pr:oduct3lnt1Dduc,d It IMrS. In 1941, the
Cincinnati Milling Machine Company Introduc'ed its new synthetic cutting fluid, Cimcool, a shocking pink fluid that the company
provided to all the machine tool exhibits. SinclI the machmes
themselves were all the same 'machine tool gray,' the pink color
really stood out, making for a great promotion. At the 1955 show,
the first Numerical ControllNCI systems warll introduced. These
systems relied ana number of control inputs including punch
cards and paper tape. The 1970 show saw the introduction of an
operational Direct Numerical Control IONC) system. In this
demonstration, a General Electric mainframe computer situated
at Navy Pier led programs to the NC controllers on 70 different
machine tools installed at the Internationa Amphitheater. Two
years later, Computer Numericall:ontrol
was introduced at the
show with several U.S.. companies showing production model
CNC controllers for the first time. In t994, tta big product news
was the unveiling 01 the startling hexapod machine design technology with the Varia.x, by Giddings and L,ewis, Inc., as well ass
smaller version of these six-legged machine tools by Geodedics,
Inc. Concepts in open architecture machilB tools were also
widely discussed as a way to make it easier to tailor CNC
machines to specific applications. By 1996, :he new technology
star at IMrS was linear motion, with one h~rizontal machining
center able to reach axis travel speeds of3,OC(] inches per minute
and acceleration as high as 1.5 g.
New Technology at IMrS 2/llJ. This vear's IMTS will showcase a variety of new preduets, processes and technologies. You
will see new grinding machines trom Bryant Grinder Corporation
(Booth A-85311 and I!lverbeck. Corpo~atiDn IBooth 82-7530). The
Bryant Ultra/arm UF2 is an extemal form grinder for use on precision-ground components, such as gears and bearings. The
machine offers greater speed and precision thanks to improved
stiffness characteristics. Overbeck will exhibit the fRC-400, their
newest generation of universal intemal grinding machine for
bores, faces, angles and generating radius with a cylindrical
wheel. Another grinder, the Bfanchard/Reform Model AR-6000

INVIES,TI
SOLUTI,ON FOR WELD'ING
'& HIE'AT TIREATING

Type 13 Heavy Duty Traveling Head .Production Surface Grinder,
can be seen at the MotchIC:one-'Blanc'hard booth [Booth ,A1·
83431 along with the new Conoma!ic Tri-Tul1' 3B3 CNC Multiple
Spindle Bar Machine and several others. Leistritz Corporation
,[Booth C-53151 will be demonstrating their new PW2lX1 Whirling
Machine, the first in a series of newly engineered thread-producing machines. National Br'Dachi and Machine Company
IBo01ll B·1IM8) will be showcasing their latest roll-forming technology with the new PMF-6IO' Red Ring NC Precision Vertical
Roll Forming Machine. Sentry Company [IBooth, C-57311will introduce their new MP-2fXX} MUltIpurpose Heat Treating furnace, a
2000 OF open hearth furnace designed tor tool hardening.
Billers, Ilnc.IBooth IE-2148I'is set to unveil their new DiamondLike Carbon (OLC) 1001 coating.
ThesEI' are just a few of tho' many new machines, processes
and technologies that win be on display and, n many cases, on
sale at IMTS 2000. See "Places to Visit~ On page 55 lor descriptions of the booths of many gear-related suppl ers,

For ,immediate response to
YOUI'specific needs, e-rnalk
dpllolJrde®:lasermachining
..com Q1

lkotvalelasermachtnrnq.eom
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~

Providing

MUHININ6.IN[.
Laser

.solutions

(or Industry

SOMERSET; WI

SEE US AT IMTS 6,OQlTH#6-6748
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pa"'lllon 1.000!lons

IGETTING, AROUND IIMrS 2000
Within the pavilions

you will find companies

aspects of manufacturing,

want with all these different
shows you precisely

involved

in all

but how do you find the pavilion you
hall

and levels? The map above

where everything

ions and. one service area of

is located. The ten pavil-

IMTS 2000' are:

Ab'r,asive Machining, Sawing ,and finishingl IPavilli,on
'IN!orth Building, IHall B. Level 3)
SEE US:AT IMTS BOOTH #B-7056,

This pavilion will feature various types of grinder

CIRCLE 154

sive

.-

SURREll

cutoff

machines;

band,

circular

and

hack

and abrasaws;

and

machines for buffing, polishing. vibratory finishing and lapping.
Deburring and marking equipment will also be featured,

Busiiness Services (North BuHding-Concourse
This is tile place for industry-related
government

and other non-manufacturing

tobbyl'

publications as well a .
organizations.

IContro'ls & !CAD~CAM,(lakeside Ceme~,Hla" D. lev,eI3)

-...

<

Q,)'

..=
~

This pavilion features CIM/CAD/CAM
trols. automation

management

systems,

systems

CNC con-

communications

sys-

tems and LAN, software development services, computers and
software. instruments. controls and systems integration services.

EDM (lakeside Center,.IHaU D. Level 3)
The EDM Pavilion will include wire EDM. ram type EDM ..
EDM filtration systems and supplies, metal disintegrators and
die sinking machines.

IG'ear Generation (Nor1h IBuilding. Han B,.L'evel 3)

The time is always right for
5UaREII® spiral bevel gears.

'-a

,

Manufacturers
bobbing,

Suhner M.anuf:lcturlng. Inc.

RO. Box 123'1, Rome.GA30162-123'1

I~

'Phune:

706-235-8046 • FA.X:706-235-8041

•

• lIlfu@~II=cum

Transrrilssion expert.
-

-

-

SEE US AT 'Mrs BOOTH #2633
501

GEAR

TECHNOLOGY

shaping.

and measurement

.find gear

shaving.

kiving.

rolling,

systems in tins pavilion.

grinding.

lapping

See "Places to Visit"

for a listing of gear industry vendors you do not want to miss.

lasers & Laser S.ystems ,(NlorthBuiJ:ding, Hall B, lev:el31
This

SUNRER
CIRCLE

will

of gears and related equipment

164

pavilion

will

including

metal cutting,

trimming,

engraving.

feature

a wide

marking,

range

scribing.

of application

drilling,

cladding.

welding, heat treating and measurement.
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-nents!- ,__Cle'anin"~nvironmental
ae me C-'o-. mpD___
~,... _ __ __
M--!h"-'(Lakesid!e C:enter, H'aU 10',Level 3)

This pa ilion features equipment; machine components;
engineering
ervices; environmental p tection ervices; service for air. water and oil filtration and purification; ~afety
guards and mats.

Met,al CldtJng (Soldh IBuUding HaIIIA, Level 3
181111C- • Leve'11)
~-d IN-nih
B.-~"I'dinc-'H
an
0
UI _ g. _ __
_
Th Metal Cuuing Pavilion will feature over 600,000 square
feel, (,almosl as large as the entire 1978 Machine Tool, Show) of
machining and turning ceruers as well a" machines for milling.
rolling. boring. drill'ing. tran fer, broaching, kivingzroller burnishing and whirling.

lMeta'l Formingl I,Faibricatlingl
'North B,uil'dingl, H!alll B:" Leve'13)
This pavilion will house straight-side. OBI and hydraulic
pre. ses: water jet canlng equipment, eNC turret punch presses,
tube and pipe bender , press brakes, roll benders, shears. hand
welding and robotic welding equipment, hot and cold fonning
technology. pinning machine, wire forming, forming cells and
syslems. foundry/casting
and, inve tme 1 casting equipment.
plasma cutting, friction welding. stre relief equipment, coil
and sheet handling equipment andplate benders.

-,----- -,- (La'-k-,-:--'
Q"---I'''tu
UBI., A,.ssurance
aSI:d e-:-Ce'nler HaU DI Level 3)
----I

_

•

_

_

_

This pavilion will include precisian measuring machines,
coordinate meal uring machine. preci ion gagingcautomated
gaging. laser measurement. in-proce
gaging. 1001 condition
moni.toring equipment. measurement . oftware, and quality and
environmental management 'Software.

Tool:ing &Workh,olding Systems
,(tak,esiide C's'nter. H!a'JIIE. Level.2)
From angle brackets to z-aais flxluringand
,everything in
between. the Tooling & Workholdling Systems Pavilion includes
boring bar', cutlers. drills. endmill , flxturing systems, gun
drilling tools, hobs, inserts. jigs, keyseating tools, lapping tools.
magnetic chucks.
C tables. over spindle adaptor. plates. quick
change dies. reaming teols, crew thread inserts. tool torage
equipment, universal fixturing, vises, and orkholding y terns.
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6, 9:00am

to 1] :OOam; "Maintenance
8, 9:00am

September
Compliance,"

to

Management,"

11:OOam;

Tuesday, September

and

Friday,

"Environmental

12, 9:00am to 11 :OOam.

To allow attendees to participate in the conference while
attending Th1TS, the conference has been designed with halfand. full-day

sessions . Over 60 technical

sessions

are available

with 10 new half- and full-day sessions available including the
Machining and Grinding Series, the Forming Series, the Plastics
Series, the Management
Best Practices Series, the Factory
Automation Series, the Design Engineering Series, Computer

'Iechnologies

Solutions.

Leadership

Development

the Green (Environmental)
Series,

Series, the

and the Precision

Machine

Design Workshop (a special two-day intensive workshop).
To register for the IMTS 2000 Manufacturing
Conference,
contact SME customer

service at (30]) 694-5243

or (888) 346-

8925. For more information log onto www.sme.org/imts.

IMTS takes pl!ace Sepl6-13 at McCormick PI'ace, Chicago, IL

IMTS 2000 STUDENT SUMMIT
IMTS EVENTS
[MTS is more than just the largest manufacturing
in America

It

One of the toughest issues facing American industry is
recruitment. educating today's young people about the reality of

exhibition

is a place where industry professionals

working in manufacturing. Thai. is what the Student Summit program is all about. Students get a pragmatic, hands-on look at a

can share

ideas and learn from each other, It is also a place where young people can come ami see, fltSt hand, what modern manufacturing is all
about and whether it is a career path they should consider.

wide variety of rewarding job and career opportunities in today's
sophisticated,
high-tech manufacturing
industry, Junior high
through graduate level college students will be exposed to the
latest manufacturingproducts,
than 1,800 exhibitors.

T:HE IMTS 2000
MANUFA'CTURIINIG COINiF:EREiNCE,
The Society
Association

of Manufacturing

for Manufacturing

Engineers

Technology

up to create the most comprehensive

(SME)

The majority

change in their perceptions

and the

conference

of teachers

strategic

some of them from considering

active technology

forums

conference format allowing attendees
ference while attending the ShDW."
The first luncheon
Driven Organizations,"

to students

free inter-

expenditures,

and a new

to participate

in thecon-

technol240 high

this year as the industry attempts to reach out

ill order to change misconceptionsthat

The program

demon trates

manufacturing
what's

are keeping
careers.

hard to depict. ill the

dassroom-a
close-up view of the latest machine toolsand
related technology being offered as wen as the opportunity to
meet experts in the field who are demonstrating this technology.

keynote, "Manufacturing
for Customerwill be held on Thursday, September 7,

from 12:00pm to 1:30pm. A panel of Blue Chip companies

from approximately

schools, post-secondary
technical schools and colleges across
the United States attended the [MTS 98 Student Summit Even

in

cheons addressing

on capital

of more

to a survey from the

of careers in manufacruring

more are expected

practices,

responding

ogy. More than 4,000 students

the manufacturing
community for IMTS. "We've realigned the
conference with the attendee in mind." said John McEachran,
SME conference director. "We've added high-levelkeynote
lunmanufacturing

and processes

, 1998 IMTS Student Summit indicated that students acquired a
greater understanding of the industry and experienced a. positive

(AMT) have teamed

educational

services

Mo t groups visit. for one full day or more. For more informa-

will

tion,

visit www..imtsnet.org,

0

address the shifting paradigms and philosophies steering companies to become customer-driven
organizations,
The econd
keynote, "Small and Mid-sized Manufacturers:
Making E-commerce a Reality," will be held on Monday,

September

11, from

12:00pm to. 1:30pm. This presentation will cover the many
options available to small and mid-sized manufacturers wanting
to sell directly to. customers over the Internet

Tell Us What You Think. , .

Leading equipment manufacturers will participate in several Interactive Technology Forums dealing with capital expenditures, which will be followed by question and answer sessions

If you did not care for this article, circle 220.

with the panel members.
Coatings

forums

for Cutting Tools," Wednesday,

to I 1:00am; "Software

52

These

GE.AA

TECHNOLOGY

include

"Comparative

September

for Job Shops,", Wednesday,

6, 9.:00am
September

If vou found this article of interest and/or useful. please circle 219.

I

If vou would like to respond to this or any other article in this edition
of Geer Technology, please fax vour response to the attention of
Charles Cooper, senior editor, at 847-437-6618.

GEAR

FOR. MORE INFORMATION.

CONTACT:

.AMERICAN GEAR MANUFACTURERS

ASSOCIATION

• PHONE (703) '684~0211'
• FAX (703) 684.-0242

,.-

• EMAIL: GEAREXPO@AGMA.OG
• WEBSITE: WNWLAGMA.ORG

..

1

I

CIRCtE.136

Provid

actual

0

er

ban/pin mea urment
of any helical or pur
gear or pline without
the need of costly
u

etting rna
Provide

t -( '.

vital S.P.

Information,

'9,"O.D.

8" I.D.
I

851 01'110 PIKE • C[NCINNATl, OHIO 45245 • (513) 752-6000

• IFAX. (513) 75.2-5599
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iMaM
Worm

SlOlulilOns
and Worm

The
S:Olultio!nl

iIf,~

MIM,. A,N,I and K-type worm and worm gear

inspection and analysis is not only 'easy,italso lowers your
development cost and reduces set-up time on every iob.
MI.ltl~III' IISP'IClloID :M'ethads: Measureagainst
theoretical forms based on an easy-to-use cutting
simulation. Or compare to a master artifact automatically
scanned by your M&M Gear Inspection System. You can
'even inspect from your own coordinate files.
PIPIII: II S sIll ,11111'11: "Virtual cutting" lets you see
the effect of machine tool settings on your PC and make
corrections before you begin cutting:.
NI UIIPulllllnl1 Rllllnd: All you need are
M&M's tailored, application-specific software and
correction modules to meet your inspection, analYSis
and process control needs. (Be sure to ask about M&M's
straight and spiral bevel and hypoid gear packages, too.)
lOJ Ian with' Dine 01 DUPnpisPU, please call:
(937) 859-8273. Or fax: (937) 859-4452; e-mail:
info@mmprecision.com.
Visit us on the web at
www.mmprecision.com .

. PRECIBIUN
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I!:! 2UOO M&M Precisian Systems Corporation
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Guide To The Booths
Bourn & IKMh Macbine Tool Co.
(Booth B- '7(56)
2500 Kishwaukee Street
Rockford,.IL ·6U04
(8lS~9654013

F.ax (815,) 965·0019'
boumlcoch@worldlJet.att.net
www.boum-koch.com
Boum .& Koch has manufactured preci-

sion machine tool product since 1975.
Their Rockford. IL plal'lt. offers 130,000
square feet of dim ate controlled working
space and a staff of highly skilled engi-

neers and technicians.
Bourn & Koch offers a complete line
of new equipment that includes gear hobbing machines. gear grindi..ng machines,
rotary transfer machines, extrusion milling
machines. specialized machining centers,
machining units and speciality machine
tools designed around a customer's needs.

Kiingston, MA 02364

D.C. Morrison Company

(781) 585-4364
Fax: (781) 585-9375

(Booth C-5650)
2en Johnson Street
.P.O. Box 586
Covington, KY 41011
(859) 581-7511

sales@csaw;com
www.csaw.com
Colonial Saw will feature its line of cutting tool sharpening machines. including
their 4-Axis NC gear hob sharpener. flat
surface grinders,and cold saw sharpening machines.
Colonial Tool Group, Inc.
(Booth C-S635)
1691 Walker Road
Windsor, Ontario N8W 3Pt
Canada
(5]9) 253-246]

Fax: ,(519) 253-5911
wWMI.colonialtool.com
Colonial Tool Group wiU be demon-

(Booth B-64(5)
122 Pembroke St.

strating its complete product line.
including rolling rack for involute
splines, helical splines, tapered sphnes
and threads; spindles; broaches; and
vertical and horizontal
broaching

P.O •.8oxA

machines,

Coioniall Saw Company, Inc.

Fax: (859) 581-9642
RVBB}@ju1lo.com
www.dcmomson.com
Visitors will see the latest Morri on keyseaters, Schaller speed lathes and
BurkefMoITisol'l miUing machines.
Emuge 'CorporatcioD
(Booth E-2844)
104 Otis Street
Northborough. M-.A0]532

(800) 323-3013
Fa. : (800) 393-1302
emuge@emuge.com:
www.emug.e.com
Emuge's fun line of precision workholdillg device will be on display, including
taps, tap holders & adapters, high peed
milling products, thread milling products, and precision clamping products.

ChjCIlIlQ~1McCormick 1'1'J;',
SEPTEMBERIOCTOIIEFI
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.Fellows Corporation
(Booth B·8S:U)
P;O. Box. 2001
Spri_ngfieJd, VT 05156·2001
(802) 886-8333
Fax: (802)886.2700
This booth is shared with Bridgeport
Machines,
Inc.,
Bryant
Grinder
Corporation, Harig Products Division,
J&L Metrology and Jones & Lamson
Machine. Visitors wiU be able to seethe

IIMTS FOCUS

complete line of Fellows gear manufacturing and testing machines, cutting tools
and services.

Gleason. Corporation
(Booth B-6931)
The Gleason Works
1000 University Avenue
P.O. Box 22970
Rochester, NY 14692-2970
(716) 473·l'000

_
Fax: (716) 461-4348

sales@gleasml ..com
www.gleason.com
Gleason'sgiant video wall will be the
center of attention this year. Visitors
wiH be able to see the entire Gleason
product range in action on the giant
screens. Even more importantly. visitors who stop by to see the show will
be able to take the experience home
with them, because Gleason will be
handing out the presentation on CDROM as wen. 111 addition, Gleason
will bring a number of machine tools
for live demonstrations. These include
the Gleason 175 HC Power Dry
Cutting CNC Bevel machine with
robot; the Gleason Pfauter GP200S
CNC Gear Shaper:
the Gleason
Pfauter
GP130
CNC
Hobbing
Machine with autoload; the Gleason
Hurth
ZS l30T
Power
Honing
Machine with automation; and the
Gleason Pfauter P60 CNC Horizontal
Hobbing Machine with. automation.
Visitors will also have the opportunity
to see and ask about the comprehensive range of Gleason cylindrical and
bevel cutting tools.
Gold Star Coatings

(Booth E-l701)

P.O. Box 376
Farmington, MI 48332-0376
(248) 474·8200
Fax: (248) 474·9518

www.g;o.ldstol'coat.ings.com
This division of Star Cutter Co. will fearure its line of wear resistant thin-film
coatings for cutting tools and wear parts.
Great Taiwan. Gear LtdJLuFen
(Booth B-7139)
108 Comer Lane

Greer, SC 29650

SEE US AT IIMTS BOOTIHi#5315
56
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(864) 322-1266
IF.ax: (864) 609-5Ui8
Visitors will be able to learn about Great
Taiwan Gear's gear manufacturing capabilities, including fine- and coarse-pitch
spur, helical, bevel, spiral bevel and
worm gears, splined shafts and speed
reducers. Also on hand will be a seleetioa of gear cutting tools, including bobs
and shaper cutters.

--------~~~~~----------------~~~~~-_____________
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(847) 931-4121

H.B. COlib"d '(Booth ~27(0)
4210 Doyle Drill' ,
P.O" Bo 538
Lewiston" M[ 49756-1)538

sales@koep/erame.rica.com
WWW.ko.6p/eramerica.com

'(517) 786·4223

Koepfer will feature its line

Fax: (5]7) '786-4494

gear hobbiag machines, cutting tools and
ervice .

www.hbcarbide.com
Thi divi ion of Star Cutter Co. will fearure its line of carbide preform • including fluted preforms, special rod blaoks,
special extruded
hapes, cold heading
die and bll. hings, round rod , flat blank ,
gundrill blanks and peeial tooling.
HoLroyd I Booth B-ifi917)

Division of Renold Precision
Technologies
Harbour' l.aneorth.
Ml1nrow
RocbdaJ~ OL]6 3LQ
UnUed Kingdom
(44, 1706-526590
Fax: (44) l7()6,353350
pauLhannah@lwlroyd.com

(715,) .247·3285
Fax: (7]5) .247-5650

Fax: (847)93,]-4192

IOf

precision

Laser Machining.,Inc. (Booth. B·6748I,
.500 Laser Drive
Somerset. WI 54025

tbensoll@lase.rmacl.ining.com
wWIII,lasermachining.com
Laser Mach.ining, Inc, will feature a display
of deep penetration laser weldLngs to 18 mm,
high speed selective laser Ileal treating and an
aJT'ay of pedal applicatio • including cutting utilizing both 002 and Nd:YAG lase .
LMI's technical . laff will be on hand
'[0 duscu s the company's laser process

Yesterday'S Reliabilitu
Tomorroio's Technology

www.holroyd.com
Holroyd will show it line of thread
grinding and thread milling machines;
worm gears; compres or rotor; pum
'crew .vacuam screws; cylindrical and
urface grinding machines; and machining centers. Thi booth is shared with
Jones & Shipman and Edgerek,
Kapp Tech (Booth B~6950)
21,70 Wilderness
Place
Boulder. CO :80301
(303) 938-U30
F.ax: (303) 441·U3l
info@lwpp-usa..com

www.kapp.-usa.com.
This booth features Kapp GmbH, Nile
GmbH and Kapp Sales and Service.
Visit rs will be able to see the Kapp KX I
Gear Center with automation. the Niles
ZP]2
Profile Grinder.
the VAC65
Coroning sy tern, the VAS55P Dre sable
Gril!lding ystem, GAS ExternalGrinders
and Nile lntemalGriaders.
Kliogeloberg Sijl1lne'GmbHSee Sigma Pool
Koepf,er America
(Booth B..6938),
635 elm Ider Drive
,Elgin,.lL ,60177

Fifty years of VARI-ROLL appli ations provide:
• Production Composite In pection
• Custom Design & Build Part Gear Mounting Fixtures
• Standard Mounting Fixture - Spurs, Helicals, Pinion Shafts,
W rms, Throated Worm
Bevels, Internals
I

When coupled with the VARI-PC Composite Gear Analy is
System will provide:
• R duced r nspection Cost
• Improved Accuracy
• Historical.
Record Keeping
'. Serialization of Parts
• Int rface to SPC programs
Experience the difference. See why customers worldwide have
chosen the VARJ-.ROLUVARr~pc. For further information,
please contact us.

,..~..

1Wii-~
.
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Precisian Gage C~., Inc.
ioo Shur'

Drive Burr Ridge, IL 60521

630-655-2121

Fax 630-655-3073

www.precisiongageo.om
CIRCLE 204
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_------------II.MTS
development program and to give visitors
the knowledge they need to take their
ideas from "concept. to product." This
unique program provides prototypes,
short-run or long-run production and ultimately. a laser system suited to the manufacturer's operation.
Special attention will be provided to
laser gear welding, hydraulic cylinder laser
welding, selective heat treating and laser
lap welding for sheet metal applications.

FOCUS!

Leistritz Corp. (Booth C-5315)
Machine Tool Division
165 Chestnut Street
Allendale, NJ 07401
(201) '934-8262
iFax: (201)934.8.266

jross@leistritzcorp.com
ww w;leistl'i/Zcorp.com
The PW200 Whirling Machine is the
first in a series of newly engineered
thread
producing
machines
from

4·Axis

-----.---.-_._-------_
Leistritz, WiLhits broad work range of
1/2" to 4" diameters, and cycle times 3 to
4 times faster than other methods, the
PW200 isthe fastest way to produce precision gear worms available, says the
man ufacturer;
The PW65 Whirling Machine from
Leistritz is not only the smallest. but also
the fastest machine in the manfuacturer's
inventory. The PW65 has a workpiece
diameter range of .187" to .625". Th:is
compact, yet sturdy machine is capable
of whirling lit 12.000 rpm.
Liebherr Gear TechnoIogySee Sigma Pool

NCHob

LMT-FeUe, Inc. (Booth E-2765)
18013 Cleveland Parkway
Suite 180
Cleveland, OH 44135
(216) 377-6130
Fax: (216) 377-0787

Sharpener

www.JetJe.com

Base Price

Visit LMT-Fette for more information on
their line of precision metalworking cutting tools.

$99,500
• 1Sharpens

straight

and spiral gash
hobs.
• Sharpens shaper
cutters, rotary

cutters, spiral
bevel cutters.

• Sharpens shank
type cutters,
shank worm hobs,
and other forms.
• Menu driven
with memory
for individual.
tool programs.
Call toll·tree today for your free demonstrafion "ideo I
EAST 1·888·777-27.29 '(Massachu!sel.ls,
WEST 1·800·.252·6355 CCaUfornia)
E·MaU:sales@csaw.com
• Websll.e:www.csa.w.com

M&MPrecision Systems Corp .
{Booth 8.7132)
300 Progress Road
West Carrollton, OR 45449
(93,7) 859-8273

Fax: (937) 859-4452,
inJo@mmprecision.com
www.mmprecision.com
M&M Precision System Corporation
manufactures
CNC analytical gear
inspection systems for parallel and
crossed-axis gears as wen as a full range
of gear and spline gages and testing
instruments. On display will be three
complete CNC metrology systems,
including one configured for spiral bevel
gear inspection; tile GRS-2 double-flank
gear roller system; the ODM·S dimension over pins gage; as well as M&M
spline gage and master gages.
MabrFederal

[nco

(Booths D-4417 & D-4501)

Colonial Saw Company, Ine., 122 Pembroke St., PO Bo)(A, Kingston, MA 02-364

SEE US .AT IMTS BOQiTH #B-6465
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1144 Eddy Street
P.O. Box 9400
Providence, RI 02940

_------------IMTS:FDCUS------------(401) 784-31.00

Fax: (40U 784-3246

injo@!edpr,od.com
wlllw~mah'T!ederal.com
Mahr Federal will demonstrate

two mea urement y terns for gear manufacturers,
The quick and easy-to-use DFI-898B is Eli
modular, field-proven double-flank gear
roll 'lester, which come with or without
encoded glass scale for accurate :radial center disrattce pre-selling. The DF1-B98B is
controlled by Mahr Federal's popular
,\I\IinGear®
Pro Serie
PC' Test and
Evaluation
software
for Window 1M
951981NT cnvimnmerss. The combined
sy tern offers a common and flex.ible platform for data collection. evaluation and
SPC data transfer for gear roll te ring. letting you determine total compo ire, toothto-tooth, radialrunout
and oilier erm
witha ingle mouse click.
The RriIDar MX4 i MahrFederal'
Iaiest advancement ill analylica] me urine
technology. The Primar i a universru
in pection system, which i based upon
generative testing principle. Primar ofl'cr<l
users capabilities, for conducting
high
accuracy measurements on both polar and
linear form and generative gear Lesti~
(two-axi scanning), and 3-D polar rneasurements flU in one ystem. This ystern is
ideal for a variety of cylindrical components-gears.
splines. camshafts, crankhafts. p' tonsand more.
Manufacturin~ Technology, Inc.
(BoothB~6005)
1702 West. Washington Street
Sou~h Bend, IN 46628

(ll~n 23),,9490
Fax: (219) 2,33·9489

in!o@mtiweltJing.com
www.mtiwelding.com
Manufacturing Tectmology. Inc. will be
friction welded sample!>
been welded on MTI
friction welding equipment Appl.ications
howing

MU ubi hi. Heavy .lndu tries, Inc.
(Booth A·82-60),

Macbjne Tool. Division
1.250 Greenbriar, Suite B
Addison. U.6tHOl-.J065

(630) 693-4700
Fax: (693-4710
WIIIIII~

rnhi·mml.com

The Mitsubi hi boorh wiIJ feature the
following machine models: Herizomnl
Machining Centers M-H60EN lind MH5BN; Venlcal Machinin
Center MV70E-FM;
Cyllndrlcal
Grinding
Machine
PD32-50;
Gear
Cutting
Machines ST40, GN20A. and ZS25A;
and Turning Machine TM4-20.

preci_ ion through

disl'I1landl

INTRODUCING PCD REINFORCING
FOR DIRECT PLATED DRESSERS
We will design, build and gus,rantee from your geslr summary charts gear dressers tor
ReishBuer SPA and Fassler DSA S,stems.-Direct-Plated or Simer-Bondi Single- or
Double-Sided Dressers.
We also pro!fuce, ,gear '!fressers for
• Gleason eNe & Phoenix
-Nil'es
.IOkarnoto
-ILiebberr
-IC:sepel
-INormac
• !GIl So'lutions
- Hoglund
• Hilfler
We, oHer our customers
'·IHighest Accuracy
.•.Com,pelitivil Prices
.' fastestlOe'livery
• Relap & ReplatingService

many

llIal have previously
include

Royce. with 2.000 ton welding force.
MT[ will also show an informational
video of th friction welding proce s.
Booth. per onnel wm be available [0
answer friction welding que lion.

aerospaoe,

ai rcraft,

agricultural,

automotive, bimetallic. cutting tools, odfield. trucking and waste cani tel'S.
MTI's how booth will have an 18foot-long by 9-foot.-liigh photographic
mural of the world's largest friction
welder. specifically
made for Rolls-

Call or fax us with your gear dresser requirements.
You will Quickly discover what leading U.S. gear producers have already learned.

DR. KAISER uear dressers arelbe best value availllble.
Distributed by:

S.L.Munson
~ Company

401 Huger St. CoI_il.

SCZ92D1

PIIoae: 1-IIID-71S-13!10· Fill: 1-103-!&Q5Ol'
IE-lIIIIil: IlmuOlQnllblmu/lSOII.CDm

SEE US AT IMrS BODITH #B-6865
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Multi·Arc Inc.(Bootb E·25S4}
200 Roundh:ill. Drive
Rockaw.ay, NJ 07866
(973) 625-3400

Fax: (97.3) 625·2244
Multi-Arc Inc. is announcing that the
company
is changing
its name to
Ionllond Inc, at IMTS 2000. lonBond
Inc. is a leading provider

of coatings

cutting tools and wear parts.

for

National Broach and Machine Co.
(Booth B·7048)
17500 Twenty. Three Mile Road
Macomb, M148044·U03
(810) 263-0100
Fax: (810) 263-4571

•
Red Ring's 70 years
of global experience in the entire gear manufacturing process will be demonstrated,
the new millennium.

From surface broaching

Oil

the NBV flexi-

Visitors to National Broach and Machine

ble. compact, internal broaching machine
to the Red RingIKashlfuji KA 1.00hobbing
rna-chine, followed by gear shaving all the
Red Ring Shavemaster 200 with its innovative bed design for optimum quality and

Company in me gear pavilion will view me

efficiency. The inspection

exciting new Red! Ring brand products for

strated parts will be on bothlhe

sales@redringproducls.com
IIIww.redringproduc.ts.com

THE PURDY
CORPORATION

of the demon-

Red Ring
precision CNC Gear Inspection Machine,
the CLP-35. and the Red Ring Gear
Rolling Tester; GTR-PC.

Visitors will also be able to see the
newest developments in roll fonning-wim
the new Red Ring NC Precision Vertical
Roll Fonning Machine, !he PFM-610.
Complementing the Red Ring gear finishing machines win be the high quality
Red Ring brand tools featuring 1001development for broaching.

shaving, bobbing,

honing and roll form finishing.
Also, a major announcement by
Nati01UJiBroach & Machine Company will
occur at the show.
Niles GmbH (Booth B·695O)See Kapp,

Oerlikon-See

Sigma Pool.

The Ohio Broach 8.: Machine Tool. Co.
(Booth A·867S)
35264 Topps I Ddustr:ial. Park.way
Willoughby, OH 44094
(440) 946·1040
Fax: (440) 946·0725

www.ohiob.roaclr.com
Ohio Broach & Machine
capabilities

offers extensive

in broaches, broach sharpen-

ing, broaching

machines

and broaching

production.

Optical GagingProduds,
Inc.
(BootbsE-2524 and 0·4500)
850 Hudson Avenue
Rochester, NY 14621-4896

586 Hilliard Street P.O.

1898.. Manchester, ct 06045-1898 U.S.A.

Telephone: 860 649-0000 • Fax; 860 645-6293
Home Page: http://www..purdyrransmissions.com
E-Mail: sales@purdytransm;sslons.com
@1~THEPURDYCORPORATION

(716) 544-0400

Fax: (716) 544·0131

sales@ogpnet.com
www.ogpllet.com
Optical

Gaging

manufactures
60
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Products de igns and
non-contact.
inspection

_------------IMlTSF:DCUS------------sy tern that provide solutions for the
measurement of machine parts used by
maaufacturing
indu trie worldwide.
For over 50 Years OGP ha been at the
forefront of innovation with the development of such technologies a automatic edge detection for optical compararors, low-co t. high-value
video
mea uring ystems, and programmable
LEn illuminators.

related resharpening services offered by
SU worldwide.
AdditionaHy, the new TWIN 400
Gear Grinding Machine will be displayed
(work area only) featuring 5 controlled
axes, CBN or ceramic wheel. capabilities,
form or generation grinding and honing,
C8N electroplated wheels will be exJ1ibited also as part of Samputensill's latest
manufacturing program.

-igma Pool (Booth 8·7040)
]46-5 Woodland Dn e
alin. Ml48l76
(734) 429·722-5
Fax: 'C734) 429·229'4

info@LGT.Lieblzerr.com
This booth features
Klingelnberg,
Liebherr, Lorenz and Oerlikon .A full
range of CNC gear hobbing. CNC gear
inspection, CNC gear shaping, bevel
gear generation and material handling

!Production DynamiCs, I(Booth 1E-2Sl7)
235] Industrial Drive
Valparaiso,lN
46383
(2J91464·7938

rja@productiorldylltlmics.com
www.productiondynamics.com
¥t itor will be able to see Production
Dynamic • full line of collet chucks,
shrink-fir loolholder system and J.D.
workholdiag systems.
Reishauer Oorporation
(BooCh B.·7033)1
~S25 Bohnes Road.

Elgin. R ,60U3
(.847) 888-38,28
.Fax: (847) ,888~0343,

.dennis,richmond@reislwu:tll'-us.com
www.reisIJtJuer.com·
Visitors can slo;p by to learn ab
Rei hauer' . Line of CNC gear grinding,
we d and worm grindjng, boning and
automatic tap grinding machine • a well
as th Richardon line of CNC gear hobbing machine .
Sampuf.ensUYSU America
fDoothB-704 7)
:8775 Capiea) Av,enue
OakPark,
1\1] 48237
(248) 548·7177

(248) 548-4443
QJes@suameri~a.c-om
www.sampllt.ensili.com

~1l!X:

ampurensili will present it enhanced
product line, now inclusive of gear hobbing machines and bevel gear generator
thanks to the acquisition of Hurth Modlll
GmbH. Oil! display there will be tne WF
1.60model bobber and the KF 250 model
bevel gear generator ..
Emphasis will also be pUI. on 'the
complete line of gear cutting tools and

• .fllMINJIrE' WEA.'
• RfDUCE ,NOISE
•. INCREJISEPOWER DEN"rr
Regardless 01 how fine you machine. grind,
hob. or shave your gears. the ·final sur1ace lin·
ish IS a series of parallel peaks and valleys.
During operation. these peaks produce metalto-metal contacts. These metaHo-metalcontacts resuH In the peaks being ground or broken off. producing the first generalion of tooth
pitllng_ Slucfles
shown that once tooth plttlng begins. il will con11nue unlll ultimately the
gear teeth fail
The REM" Process. specifically used In finIshlng gears, will produce peak·lree finishes In
the t mlcromch range. This finiSh Will eliminate
metat-to-rnetat
contact pltllng. resulting in

have

Increased wear life and reduction In nolss.
The REM" Process results In enhanced
EHL lubricant films, allowing lor lower opera!'
IlIg temperatures and redueed torQU ThiS
cornblnatloo 01 !ncffl!lsad durability. reduced
noise. and enhanced EHL lubllcsnt Illms has
pemlltled increases In power densltJes Without
Increases in Size.
The REM- Process has tlawad lor rnechaII·
JCaI.systemupgrades wrthouI the need lor CD&!'
ty and time-consurning redesign programs.
!At REMI demon'irate thls PI'OCHS on
your component •. Call for .dd1UOl'Ullllnfofmatten and a prod!!!!:t broehur!!.

325 W",
Quaen Street. SootIUngtoo. CT CJ&«!9 US"
TEL' (860) 621-1;755' FAX (860) 621·8822
2 t 07 Longwaod DrIve. Brenham, TX 77833 USA..
TEL' (979) 277-9103 • FAX' (979) 277-0309

REM (-Europe)
5 Sllld<1on End. Sandy. Bedlordshils. El\gland SIl 19 1RY
TEL: 00 44 1767 6111592• FAX: DO44 1~67 69 15119

.....a.: www.·l.llmchem.com

CIRCLE 1301
S.E PT E M8E fllO eTO

II 2000
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ous diamond wheels and balancing systerns from an Italian manufacturer

systems will be on display.

S.L. Munson (Booth B-6865)
401 Huger Street
Columbia, SC 29201
(803) 252-3211
Fax: (803) '929·0507

kstone@slmu.nso1!.com
S.L. Munson is the distributor of Dr. Kaiser
diamond dressing products, IMT America
spindles, Campbell Grinders, DWH vitre-

Star Cutter Co ..(Booth B·69.53)
23461 Industrial Park Drive
P.O. Box 376
Farmington, MI48332-0376
(248) 474·8200
Fax: (248) 4,74·9518

Visitors will ee C ~C sharpening and
tool grinding machines, hobs, form relief
milling cutters. pres ure coolant drills &
reamers, non-pressure coolant drills &
reamers, PCD tooli ng, Gold Star thinfilm. wear resistant coatings, carbide
preforms, shaper cutters. shaving cutters.
solid carbide tools and single- and twoflutegun drills.

sales@starcldter.eom
www.stareuueneom

Suhner IndustriaE Products Corp.
(Booth

1E·2i6,33)

Low Cost Automati.on Division
Highway 411 S. Subner Drive
P.O. Box 1234
Rome, GA 301(;2·1234

in/o@sllimemsa.com
www.suhnerusa.com
Suhner will demonstrate its line of
drilling and tapping components. as well
as multi-head systems.
Sunneu Products Co. (Booth B· 73(1'1)
79'10 Manchester Al'e.
Sf. Louis, MO ,6314-3
(314) 781·2;100
Fax: (31~O 781·2268

www.sunnen.com
Sunnen produces a line of high-performance, modular bore-sizing and finishing
machines
featuring
Sunnen's
MHS
Krossgrinding® system.

tig.h., .spe.r:ific.ations and an
even tighter ,deadline?
Let Milwaukee Gear's custom gear services prepare vour
project your way.
• Engineering and design services
• Prompt accurate quotes
• Competitive pricing
• Cost-eftective manufacturIng
• Complete heat treating c.apabilities
• On-tims deliverv
Supersized orders or small, we have the ,expertise and .equipment
you need for AGMA Q8 through Q14 precision g.ears and gear
drives. All topped with the best service support in the industry.

-~

(l,E"fI

www.tsk-metr:ology.com
The TSK booth will have on display the
Radiance radial measuring

system for

gears ..
Ten Us What You Think ...
If you found this column of interest and/or
useful, please circle 221.

..-

P.O. Box 170615
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~

~O~POR'
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'51s{) N. Port Washington

TECHNOLOGY

Rd.

It you did not care for this column circle 22Z.

Milwaukee, WI 53217-8091
Tel: 414·962.-3532·

Fax: 414-962-2774

E·mail: support@milwgear.com

.www.milwaukeegear.com
CIRCLE 123
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TSK America (Booth D·4717)
Advanced Metrology Dlvlsien
20 Chapin Road #1003
P;O.. Box 838
Pine Brook, NJ 07058,
(800) 247·9875

If you would like to respond to this or any
other artie Ie in this edition of Gear Technology, please fax your response to the
attention of Charles Cooper, senior editor, at
847-437-6618 or send an e-mait message to

Charles@geartechn%gy.com.

THE LATEST
INNOVATION
IN' HOSBING.

SUPERIOR
QUAU~ SERVICE.
AND DE.UVER.Y.
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Two New M'achines From Kinefac
MC-300 Kine-Roller. with ~I
die load capability in excess of
600.000 lbs .. is an ullr'a-high capacity.
two-cylinder
die rolling machine thal
uses the Kinefac enclosed force concept
to chieve high rolling force with highThe

radial

preci

ion

and

defleedon.
ideally

minimal

asymmetrical

Consequently,

the MC-300

uited to performing

ion, infeedand

hjgl1 preei-

single-revolution,

thread

roBing, wonn rolling and roll izing ..
Thi

compact

machine

handles

up to 15 inches in diameter

dies

with a 10-

rotary match is achieved by a connnuously variable rotary coup.ling between

the ND430

standards.
software.

can in peel any type of gear

i defined." says
Slone, "U the gear geometry is undefined. the ND430 can can the cornponenrncd give numerical
information

once

the

geometry

that can be loaded into a pecial analyis package'
al 0 write

so

thai

design

iar

review.

Customers

co.

their own softwar-e module~
cu tomer

proprietary

can be protected

430 mm (Hi.9")

pari

in house,"

The ND430 can handle
in diameter.

hollow

penetration

rates depending

primarily

developed

haft spline

rolling,

(he

for

Me..,-

FTF Kine~.Rol1er i cost effective for the
production of splines on vinually any
type cf solid and hollow shar:ts up' to 3
inches ill diameter. The three eylmdrical
dies automatically center the part and are
directly synchronized by a phasing plug.
assuring precise angular location of Ilhe
die teeth 3..<; they contact the blank. The
dies are driven through a unique new
torque haring system that eliminate
any
rotauonal die error that may come from
The dies are

parts up to
762 rnm

hydraulic

actuation

ring. The effects

spring

backlash

in the spindle

OT

operating

face.

the two gearboxes.

lira-precision,

allowing

match within increments
Radial die penetration

by a preon a
cylindrical area on the dies. With tllis system, maximum spacing errors of .001"
are achievable with II typical MOW tolerance range oJ .002",
This compact.
rugged Kine-Roller
occupies only about half the floor space
of a typical horizontal rack-type spline

control

cylinder.

final penetration

directly

roller. Becau e of 'th simple
productivity.

low-co

t and

etup, highmall machine

it is well suited to the producleering and tran mis-

lion of automotive,

sion shafts, wa hing machine
imilar torque transmitting
ments. For information
machine,

shafts and

machine

ele-

on either of these

contact Kinefac Corporation

(508) 754-6891
saJ'es@kine!ac.colll.

or

at

email

by

at

Circle 301

angular die

IDiaform Dressing System

of 112 minute.
is achieved

by a

This accurately
by direct conla.ct III the end of its stroke, agai itS t a slop,
surface in the high stiffne s, symmetrical
stress frame. Penetration
rate i controlled through
3nel.ectro-ilydraulic,
proportional, directional-flow
control
val,ve. A linear po ilion transducer mODitors the po ition of the die bead, allow-

direct-acting

of
and

system are minimized

footprinl,
is

ISO or user-defined

pecific

ilJ'lgvariable

load ring. whi 'II operates

inch

customer

---------

on die head position.

actuation

analy is can be done using AGMA, DtN,
"With

-

Bnd 'g,ear products marke

held in the rolling position bya massive

has
announced
the release of lIte ND430
Next DimensionTMI Gear Mea urement
System. which can perform both generative
and
coordinate
measurernents
including index. tooth alignment, involute profile.
root radius,
diameters.
planes, true position, tooth thickne S and
dimension over pins. "Our goal was to
develop

-

the individual die drivclines,

The Nex1i Dimension in Gear
IMetro'loQ,¥
Process

-

Originally

in the measuring

NISTtraceable
master
in the ub-micren
range. For informaticn contact Process
Equipment Company at (937) 667-7105.
Clrcle 300
envelope

--

eo thel Igear

Seniee Number shown.

To get more li,nformatiol1 on ltJesel ilems, please' elrcle the Reader
(30.0") in length.

o'

The CNC
profiling
brings

Diaform

grinding

wheel

sy tern by ED'''is Corporation

sub-micron

performance
wheel dressing

con i tent

precision,

and

flexibility

and grinding

to formoperation

.

The system features a full 3-axis dressing
capability.

which brings highly accurate

and repeatable
tion

of

Designed

deep

precision
and

specifically

10 the produc-

eomplcx

forms.

for grinding

SEPTEMBERIOCTOBiER

2000
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grinding specialists, the Diaform can be
fitted to most types of surface, cylindrical
and centerless grind:ing machines, as well
as special purpose grinders and wheelforming
machines.
By converting
grinders into multi-axis form grinders
with full CNC control. the system
enables production engineers to change
forms fastand efficiently, run dressing
and grinding operations and create standalone wheel dressing systems to feed
multiple grinding stations.
Controlled by a powerful processing
unit, the Diaform automatically converts
conversational-type
data entries into
internationally accepted ISO machine
code. Input data can be in either metric or
English measurements.
The system
accepts remote programming as well, via
both diskette and RS-232 network links.
For further information contact Engis
Corporation at (800) 99-ENGIS or visit
www.engis.com.

cool operation, they feature fan cooling
and finned aluminum center rings for
high thermal efficiency. For information,
contact Bodine Electric Company at
(800) 7BODINE (800-726-3463) or visit
wwwbodme-electric.com.
Cieele 303

N'ew Microhardness Test System

Circle 302

IHommeIAmer,j·ca Adds New Une

New Paral'lel Shaft Gearmotors
tram IB'Odine!
Bodine Electric Company's
new
Pacesetter™ fractional horsepower, parallel shaft AC gearmotors are designed for
extended life in inverter-driven applications. They offer adjustable speed to
increase adaptability andthe productivity
of industrial machinery without the limitations normally associated with adjustable
speed brush-type DC gearrnotors.
The Pacesetler™ line of inverter duty
gearrnotors is comprised of nine models
in two frame sizes (34 and 42), from 116
to 3/8 HP,.with up to 341 lb-in of output
torque. These gearmotors are designed
for 230 V, 3-phase input and rated for
constant torque output with drive frequencies varying from W to 90 Hz. For
66
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Hommel America. a manufacturer of
surface roughness, form and gear testing
measurement equipment has recently
added the Steinheil-Konnrr by Jenoptik to
its product line..The Steiuheil-Kontur is a
dimensional/form-measuring
machine
for round components. The machine
measures dimen ional characteristics
including diameter, length, reference
rotation position, angular displacement,
tapers, grooves, radii and chamfer . In
addition, the machine can also measure
form deviations such as run-out and
roundness. It operates using live centers
to hold the workpiece vertically, scanning
the profile using an opto-electric sealed
OCD array camera. The profile is then
loaded into a Windows NT-based editing
program, which then measures the features in seconds without contacting the
measured part. For more information
contact Hommel America. Inc .• at (860)
827-8500 or visit their website at
wwwhommelamerica.com.
Circl.e 304

The Wilson division of the Instron
Corporation has introduced the Series
2100 Modular
Computerized
Test
System, a Micro/Vickers hardness test
system that includes a high-resolution
video camera and 11 choice of three operating modules. Users can configure a
system for PC-based manual te ting,
add a Windows® X- Y auto-traversing
stage system for semi-automatic operation, or perform fully automatic image
analysis measurements under complete
software control
Providing microscopic images on a
computer monitor in an operational
modes, the Series 2100 eliminates operator fatiguecau ed by micro cope viewing. Users can manipulate the specimen
manually with a joystick or by on-screen
commands. and 756x576 pixel resolution
assures the ability to detect and measure
indents as specified by ASTM E-384. for
more information contact Iastron at (800)
695-4273 or log onto www.instron.com.
Circle 30S

New To'Olh'O.lderIDesig:ned fur
"Power Shrinking"
The concept of "Power Shrinking" is
expanded with the u e of the Tribes toolholding system from Schunk, lnc. Unlike
other systems that require a labor and
time intensive heating or cooling process

•

IPiRODUCT INIEWSII__
to achieve maximum

clamping force. the
unique geometric clamping technology of
Tribes di tributes uniform clamping force
110 mice area' on the toolholder I.n. using
me elastic deformation of reel (no wear),
The precise. tri-lobe symmetricalpr
file make the Tribes system ideal for
high peed machining applications such
as 100\ and die. gear hou iogs and mold
making. The slim de ignenables maximum clearance of the cutting tool and
extreme
accuracy and concentricity
(within 3 microns) resulting in extended
tool life and improved urface fini hes,
For more information contact Schunk,
Inc .. at 919-572-2705 or end e-mail to
info@ chunk.de,
Circle 306,

powertransmlsslon.com
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New IDirecto.ry of ICaningl Sources
The American Foundry Society (AFS I
completed it new Ca ling Sourc
Directory and Reference Issue 200] (I Ol~
Edition). Available free to purchasing and
engineering officials involved wilh the
de ign and/or specification of metal componerus, the 370-page directory is the
industry's only casting reference book. In
addition to 75-plus page of proce __ and

..

LtIm RIm 'm 1P

ha

property data, it contain

capability information on 3.000 foundrie • die casters
and, investment casting suppliers in the
United Stales. Canada and Mexico. For a
copy of the book. or more informati on ..
eontact AFS at (847) 824-0181.
Circle 307

Send your new Iproducllraleases to:
,Gear Technology. 1401 Lunt Avenue,
Elk Grovel ViUage. IL 160007
fax: 847~437'..!661,B.
Ttl' Us Whll You Think ...
If you found this column of interest and/or
useful. please circle 232.
It you did not care for this column, circle

m

If you would like to respond to this or any
other article in this edition 01 GeBr
Technology. please fall vour response to the
attention of Charles Cooper. senior editor. at
847-437·6618 or send e-mail messages to
CharleS@geBflechn0/o(Jy.com.
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GEAR 'ROUG'HII'NIGAND
FI'N:IS'HIING curress
AfW Systems Co. manufactures
new spiral cutter bodies in
diameters of 5" through 12".
AfW can also supply roughing
and finishing cutters for most
5"-12" diameter bodies.

.,..

IINDUCTllOiNI FIXTUR,ES
The LR-PAK data sheet describes induction lift rotate fixtures useful for heat treating
parts such as transmission 0.0.

races, 1.0. cams, hubs, spindles,

For more infonnation eontaet;

C.V joints and gears. LR-PAKs
are completely assembled and
interconnected.
Ajax Magne~hermic COI·p.

AIW Systems Co.
Royal Oaks MI, 4S067
Phone: (248)544-3852
Fax: (248)544-3922

174-5Overland Avenue
Warren, OH 44482
800-547-1527 • Fax: 3.36-372-8608
E-mail: ajaxsales@ajaxmag.co11l
www.ajaxmag.com

CIRCLE iREADER SERVICE *1,83

CIR.CLE READER SERVICEtl181

DIRECT HONING

GLEASON CUTTING
TOOLS CORPORATION

Fassler is setting new standards
with its "Direct Honing.T"'''
Request information on our K4OO-A and K-300 Gear Honing
machines to learn how Fassler is
making inroads in stock removal.
form geometry, gear durability
and surface finish. Also request
information on our HS-J 00 Hard
Broaching and DSA Diamond
Wheel Dressing machines.

A full color brochure showing
the product capabilities of OUI
Loves Park, Illinois facility. We
manufacture high-speed steel
and carbide hobs, shaper cutters, form cutters, CBN wheels
and thin film coatings, Healtreat, resharpening and recoaiing services are available,

Fassler Corporation

Gleaso.o Cutting

Tel: 414 769-'0'0172

Tools Corporation
Telephone 815-877-8900

Web: www.faessler-ag.ch
Email: fassler@execpc.com
'CIRDLE READBR SERVICE. 111185

68

GSAR

TECHNOLOGY

E-mail: gctc@gleason.com
CIRCLE

R!EADEI'I. SERVICE

111189'

NA.ICiHI MACHII,NII,NG
TECHNOLOGY ICQI.

AUSTEMPERIINGi
IIMPROVES, MATERIAL
TOUGHiN,ESS

New Gear Shaving Machine
brochure contains technical data
on the Shavernaster 200 series.
The Shavernaster 200 provides
superior rigidity and unequalled
finishing quality while requiring
minimal floor space. A 30" slant
bed makes part loading and
unloading easy. Contact Dennis
Sine at Nachi
Machining
Technology Co. (SID) 263-0 I00
or E-mail saJes@.lacnimlc ..com
for further detai ls.

734464·2030 .oJ:' vis.it
http://www.appliedproccss.com

CIRCLE REAJ)ER SERVICE #195

CIRCLE READER SERVICE 1118.2

OUf 8-page brochure is an information-packed
guide 10 the
Austempering process, a high
performance heal treatment for
ductile iron, gray iron, and steel
for improved toughness, wear
resi stance, and fatigue strength ..
Learn how to beast product performance, and reduce costs.
Call' AppJit'tl'.Pl'ocess, Inc.,

METIRIC GEARS

IP,ROCES,SEQUIPMENT COl..

NEW 456-page catalog features
technical specs for over 3400
standardized metric gear components: spur, helical and internal
gears, straight and helical racks,
straight and spiral bevel gears,
worm and worm gears, and more
in modules 0.5-lO.

The ND430 Nexf. Dlmension Thl
CNC Gear Measuumenl.

QtlaHty Transmlsslon
Components

System utilizes a 3-D scanning
probe 1.0 measure tooth aJignment, profile, index. and root
radius en gears & splines. Other
products include laser & capacitor discharge welding machine ,
automation, robotic accessories.
grinding and machining services,

2101 Jericho Tpk, Box 5416

4191 U.S, Rt. 40

New Hyde Park, NY 11042
PHONE: 5.16-437-6700
PAX: 800-737-7436
WEB: http://www.qtcgears.com

Tipp City, OH 45371
Phone: (937) 667-7105

CIRCllE

R.EADER SERV'ICEII1197

Fax: (937) 667-2591

Website: wlllw.processeq.com
CIRCLJE READER SERVICE 11196
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GiLEASOiN P,FAUTER
HURTH INTRODUCES
THE GP SERIIES:
a. new line of gear hobbers,
shapers and grinders that shan!
a "common platform" and use
standard modules to greatly
simplify the traditional processe of machine design, a sembly
and
maintenance.
They're
designed to take advantage of
the latest tool technologies
'JVaHable~we( or dry. CaU us at
(815) 877-8900 to request this
brochure.
CIRCLE READER SERVICE '1,88

FRICTION W1LD'iNG
NEW 60 page inertia and direct
drive friction welding brochure
with machinery. processes, monitoring equipment and applications. M11 maintains its own
engineering, and contract welding departments. Metallurgist on
hand. New applications
and
development work are specialties. ISO 9001 certified. See us
at IMTS 2000, Booth #B-6005.
Manutaduring Tedmofogy, fuc,
(219) 233-9490
Web: w~'I'.:mtiweldjng.com.
CIIRCLE 'READER SER.VIC'EI193

CiRYO'GEN~CTEMP,ERI:NG

IITW HEARTLAND

Cryocon specializes in Deep
Cryogenic Tempering, a computer
controlled fulezing process that
pennanently improves 'the wear
andperfonmlIlce characteristic .of
metals and alloys. Treated item
show dramatic increases (50500%) in wear resistance, toughness, machinabil.ity, thermal stability and dimensional stability.
Better tools mean less breakage,
less down time and less re-tooling.
Phone: 88S.CRYOCON
Fax: 801-399-4000

rTW Heartland Model 3500
Gear Analyzer i de igned for
use in the gear laboratory or on
the factory floor. It is suitable
for either process inspection or
final inspection. Measure composite, runour, size. nicks, t lit
action, lead and taper. Measurement accuracy in microns.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE 11184

CIRCLE R~ADER SERVICE "90

SiELILGEARS ONLINE.

WRrrE:R'S GUiDEUNES

STAIR B!:RIDG,EHOBS

M&M metrology systems are
designed foruniversa] applicalion and ease of operation-making them ideal for a wide range
of inspection and process control
'tasks.
This
brochure
describes how they employ
generative motion via linear
interpolation
for lead and
involute measurement. M&M
software can be used on remote
or networked
PC's for SPC
study or data entry. For a free
copy. call 937-859-8273 or fax
937-859-4452.

The Power Transmission Home
Page™ is the Web's leading
directory of power transmissian manufacturers and suppliers. Hundreds of buyers -v.isit

Learn what it takes to be a Gear
TeciJnoiogyaulhor.
Earn the
respect and admiration of your
as you enhance the technical credibility of your company. Send for our free writer's
guidelines or visit www.gear·
technology.com to download a
copy from our Web site.

Bridge Mobs are the latest innovation from Star utter Co., the
world leader in carbide hobs.
These high precislon tools clo e
the gap between olid carbide
and traditional high speed teel
and can be u ed in wet Of dry
cutting operations.

CIRCLE REAJ)ERI SERV,ICIE.192

CIRCLE READERI SERV,ICE !l23D

MIETIROLOGY SYSTEMS

www.powertransmission.com
each day 10 find tbe right manufacturer
for their jobs. CaU
(847) 437·6604 to find out how
inexpensive and effective Internet marketing can be. Mention
this ad and receive a FREE
bonus page 'of advertising with
your order!

peel'S

Stan!ul Sales, Illc.
23461 Indu trial Par
F.armington Hills,

Drive,

MI 48335·2855
Phone (2481 474-'8200
Fax (248) 474-9518
OF islt www.starcultel..com ..
CIRC,WEIREADER S~RYiICEII231

'CIRClIE IREADER SERVICE 11205
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

2000
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•

SpUI, helical and bevel gears
Our g;ear hardeningl equipment
includes 5 N'ATCO submerged
process machines and 5 AJAX
eNG-controlled gear scanning
machines. Tooth by tooth g!ear
hardening from .5DP-100P, up' to
15 tons. Ask about our breakdown service.

• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERVICE
PICK UP AND DELIVERY IN MANY AREAS

Gleason Cutting Tools,

I

CORPORATION!

Clevals.nd. ,Ohio
[216} 431-4492.
Fax: (216}431-15G8
IErne!l: bruce@american-melall1tealirrg.com
web site'. www.gBlrtllr:lmDlogy.crHD/coj!lIgwlI.mn;.1I1llI

G,EAR TOOTH'
GRINDING SERVICES

GEAR TOOTHI

GRiIND!IN'G SEIRVliCES
Spur ~Helical- D'oub'I'eHelical

'. Cost effective gear tooth grinding
specialists
·Gear manufacturers are our only
customers
• Prototype and production Quantities
• Capacity to 27.5' P'.D., 3.5 D. P.
• Able to match delivery to your
requirements
• ' All service to AGMA standards wi,th
Certif,jed Gear Inspection EQuipment

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.
23 Dick Road, Depew, NY 14043
Toll Free: 877-684-3810· fax: 7116-684-7717
E-mail: progearinc@aol.com

Capacity up to 61.1.5"0.0., 1 D.P., 29'
Stroke. All ground gears certified

up to

AGiMA Class 14+ on Zeiss-Hofler 1602
!:MM. linventory of grinders includes
Hofler BOO,. Hofler 1001.1,Hofler 1253
Supra, Hofler 1500 and Hofler Nova
CN!: 11.100(fully CN!: with on-board
CMlM checked .

Kreiter IGea~rtech
I

-

2530 Garrow St., Houston, TX nl.l03
Phone: 113-237-9193 Fax: 113-237-121.19
Contact: Mr. Willie Whittington
Visit our Website at

vvww. kreiter·geanech. com

CIRCLE. 178

Prototype· to Medium Production ,Quantities
Honer ZP35Q Analytical' Gear Analyzer \0
Insure Quality

4884 Stenstrom Roa.d. Rockford. IL 61109
Phone: (815)874-39<\8. Fax (815)874-3817

CIRCL.E 2113

MAAG PARTS AND SERVICE
Original MAAG Parts for all;
.; Grinding Machines
• Shaping Machines (SH)
• Inspection Machines
Swiss Trained Service Engineers:
,Hepairsto Complete Rebuilds
• Calibration
• Certification
• Evaluations
---

---

---

Becker GearMeisters, Inc.
1800')423·2537 ·,'631', 821-3961
Fax: '(631')821-3870'
Chicaqo, ililinois
CIRCLE 1'69'

GEAR TOOTH' GRIND:lNG
Spur' IHelical
• IHerringbone (with groove)
Capacity up to 6~~'0.0'.•
1 D.P.• 16" face
A,GMA. Certification

Iinspection

Rates=-Line Classified: I." minimum, $295. Additional lines $40 per line (8 lines per
inch). Display Classified: 3" minimum: IX-$665, .3X-$620 per insertion, 6X-$585
per insertion. Additional per inch: IX-$225, 3X-$215 per insertion, 6X-$205 per
insertion. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or design a classified ad at

DelivelY to Meet Your .R:equirements

no extra charge. Payment: Full payment must accompany classified ads. Send check
drawn in U_S. funds on a U.s_ bank or Visa/MasterCard/American
Express number and

Phone 330·425·4419
IFax 33{1-415-8600

expiration date to Gear Technology. 1'_0_Box 1426, ELk Grove Village, IL 60009_ Agency
Commission: No agency commission on classified ads, Ma.te.rials Deadline: Ads must
be received by the 20th of the month, two months prior to publication.
Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject classified advertisements
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Precision Hobbed Gears up \0 16 'inclleS. in
Diameter

CIRCLE 167

CIRCLE 170

-

Precision Ground Spur or Helical Gears up
up 10
AGMA Class 12 Quality

.AmericSin Meta IItreating ICompany

1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950
Loves Pa rk, IL 61132-2950
Phone (815)877-8900
Fax (815) 877-0264

SERVICE

\0 12 inches in Diameter and Achieving

Tooth by Tooth Induelion
Hlarde!ning Spee,ia,lists

• TiN. TiCN •.& TiALN
COATING SERVICES

------------

GRO'UND GEAIRS

I

--

• SHAVING CUTTER GRINDING

--

-

SERVICE
• HOB SHARPENING

-

Aoceptanoe:

at his discretion.

Midwest Gear 'Corp.

.21B2IE.Aurora !Rd.

lwinsburg. OH44087

Direct your ,inquiries to'
Ron Humphrey,. 'General Manager
ronh@mwgear,com
CIRCLE. 173

,

HOIB

OPPORTUNITIES

BROACHING

SERVICE
SHARP'ENINGI

-

• Vertical, Hurimntsl, Surtaea,
Pot and Chain Br,oaching Machines
• Surface and IIn1lernallBroaching
• 45 Production Machines
• spr; Inspection Documentation
• Complex Parts to light Tolerances,
• ISO 9001 Certified

(163,), ,425-5241'
HISS & CarbidlllUp to 5~ Dial.
Str.aigl1t Gash,
Sharpen,ed & Inspected
Per AGMA STA~DAHDS

Quiek Turnaround

Think. of us as,an 'extension ,of your production department when your workload lis heavy, or as a cost-efficient
source

for your

outside

broaching

-

---

Se'llin,g ,Dur Business??? II
Leading E,d'ge, Gear"Relaledl Motion
Control Manufacturingl Company
is aggressi.vely looking to compllffient lind
expand their product offerings through purchase of a similar domestic manulacturer .
turre ot ma rkets intlyd B
II

'. M iniatureiFrac.

H P' Motor

'. Aerospace/Aeronllutlc.s
• Medical Dellice{Oiagnostics
• Dentallnstrumenla:tion
• Electro-Mechanical
Systems

needs ,atany time.
Annual

I'r"',......
·.... ~ID~I•
I

KORO SHlA_RP~NINGiSERVICE

~:W.,

IiI'Hm IBRD'A'!:H '& M_AC'HINE COMPA_NY
{44DI946-1,040 • !Fax.: (4401946-0725,
Iwww.l1.iril1broach·.com

9530· 85TH AVENUE ND.
MAPLE GROVE, MINI55369

S~las Ranga: $3:-S5IMil.
Send Inqulrln to:
BT Gear Technology
P.O. Box 1426
Elk Grove Village" It 60007

All cammaniclltiofJ wl71 1m stri~ con6dtmlild

CIRCLE 176

GROUND 'GEARS

IIELPWANTED

II PTeClSlon Ground Spur, He iCaI and

UEBHIHR IS, SEEKING IQUAUFlEDI PEOPLE FOR THE FOIULOWlN.G p,QsmONS:

Pump Gears to AGMA Class 15
II The latest

gnnding technology induding:

Mimmum requirement
2 year technical
degree in engineering (manufacturing
preferredl. Ideally, the successful applicant wiU
have 2 to 5, years experience in the field of
gear processing andl an understanding 01 lIle
'gear hobbing, shaping. shaving and grinding
processes. Training and an excellent opportunity for grcrwth will be given to a motivated
person.
Responsibilities
include quotation
processing, time study ,calculation and engineering support for the sales stafl.

E1ecIronic Gear Grinders

I'

Gleason TAG 400 CNC High

Production Gear Grinder
• Cincinnati Milacron CNC

Cyllndncal Grimier
• Continuous Process Improvement.
UtilizingSPC and Quality Planning
• JIT Delivery using Innovative

StockIng Programs
,800-441-2392

HOB SHARPENING
SERVICIE

West Branch Industries
Subsidiary of Star Cutter Co.
2083W. M-SS, West Branch, M'148661
H88.Resharp'
1,888-737-4277

I

'Pltone: (51'11!M5-:2865 • FAX: (S17l345-S6/iIII

Estimator and/or G ar Engineer
wanted for a full-time po ition with
a major gear manufacturer located
in the Southeast. Must po e s a
strong knowledge of gears. Plea e
send resume' to:

EstimatorllEogineer

Qualifications
include
an engineering
degree lind a minimum 5 years IKperience
in the field
01 project
,engineering.
Responsibilities
include project management and coordination 01 machine assembly
'fpr qear cutting, machines fO.r the autcmoOve Industry. IGood people sk!lIs lire 8' must
The successful applicant will have ,8 provsn
record for 8 systematic approach to their
work with Qoodl organizational ;skills and an
understanding of gear processIng.

CIRCLE 174

• THIN fiLM COATINGS

WANTED!'

PROJECT ENGINE:ER

Fu: 716-874-9003
lIfWW~fII9HI'.com
IlIIMiI:lntoO ntagaragear.C1)fII

Star Cutter Co.

GEAR E GINEER

A'P,PU CAIUl NS ENGINEER:

'. Relshauer RZ300E

ESTIMATOR AND/OR

.P~O
..Box 8379

GreenviUe,

sc 29604

Your re ume will be held
in strict confidence.

I

SERVICE ENGINEER
The successful applicant will have II 2 vear
electrical
lIIchnical
degree or equivalent
8xperience.
Mechanical aptitude will bel 8
plus.
Extensive travel, Monda,ythrough
Fridays within the USA, is required for !his
position. Gearprocessingi knowledge, such as
hobbing, snaplng, shaving and grinding woule!
be an advantage.
Responsibilities include
sa rvicing, instlll~ng and tra ining the a rray of
SIGMA POOL gear cutting ,equipment.
Good benefits package offered.
Please submit resume to:

Gler M'achine Rlpeirman Experienced troubleshooter
lor mechanical
and hVdraulic repairs. Knowledge of alectncal systems desirable'. No Iravel.
Friendly work envuenment at our convenient
suburban Chicago location.

I northwest

Profit sharing. health insurance.

EOE

LiebhelT Gear r:echnoloQiV Co.
Attn; Sales Manager
1465 Woodlnd Dnve, Saline.IMl 48116
• All resumes are treated with cDnfidentiality.

IillMiIilillilll

I

CADILlA.C MACHINERY CO. INC.
1401 ILunl Avenue, Elk

GrOYI,

IL 1iOOO7

E-mail: ulnrilCidillllCIMclrinety.CDm
Fax your re:sume to 1147-431.ti611.
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_-------------.'ADDENDUlMII------------Gear

If twoare but knowll, yo" etm
Witll the hf'lp uf a rrUMr/MWi"
it is called, it's a vaJuobk
Three point one and four one

n

Pile" ..

If you're

given the CireuliJr
-lUll;
011 top and p,4t PI utuh"..1IIIL
Work out this frtJetWa and you will obtain
The answer, Pitel, D. Now let me expliJin
Tha~ if you require any other reliJlion,
It's easily gOlfrom ,this simple equation.

,Put these

If Pilch Dand PI are both rnuJtiplied,
To get Circular Pitch, by teetiJ you divide.
Reverse tile last two', and tile answer will be
The number of teeth in tile gear wheel, YOII, see.

The T,eight from Pitch D' to the top of the l(Joll.
'scalled Ihe Addendum, u's lieaily the roo/.
To, reckon addendum youj:usl specify
The Circular P,ilCh and divide i1 by PI.
With this in/ormation Big D can be ,had,
}usl twice the Addendum to Pitch D you add.
The opposite part is Dedendum, you how.
It's the height of the teetli, not on lop but below.
At bottom of tooth a space is ,left empty,
Take Circular Pitcl; alld divide is by twenty.
This space, blown' as Clearance, willpltJillly become
The wllole d~plh oflootll, adding twice Addendum,
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GEAR

TECHNOLOGV

COIlfsof

'nlo·:

P.O. IBox '21
29 II'ndusfr;1a1Perk Rd.
N'ew Hal'ff'ord" CT. 08067

AIII¥our
088r'

IPhone: (880)1 738~2626

9pline Machi'ning
'Requirem:ents '..
Satisfied Under
'Ons Root

FaxJ(880) 738~246S

Website: www.perrygear.com
E-mail address:88IEI8@ip8l.l1.YA

and

1

...

l

all U1s
oday!

I

(PI'US8 Visit our WebBite fOr a com,plBfe list!nJ, ,Of oa,pa'biliIi8s,facillt,y liatinland Viliual four)1
CI~.CLE134

